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PREFACE

Although he had a profound impact on the history
of Plymouth Colony, Timothy Hatherly remains one of the
lesser-known leaders of the Pilgrim Fathers.

Almost every

American has heard of Governor William Bradford, Captain
Miles Standish or (thanks to Longfellow), John Alden.

Yet

Hatherly, their intimate colleague and one of the architects of New Plymouth, is a relatively obscure historical
figure, the stuff of footnotes and scattered references
within the Pilgrim literature.

This neglect is perhaps

explained by the fact no progeny survived to carry on his
name in that New England specialty, the familial biography.

While two laudatory studies have appeared--those

of Samuel Deane and Harvey Pratt--they are too brief and
fragmented to do the subject the justice it deserves.
Hence the purpose of this thesis:

to provide a comprehen-

sive analysis of Timothy Hatherly's place in and significance to the Pilgrim story.

The work will, I trust,

reveal a contribution as substantial as it was diverse,
from merchant adventurer to Puritan magistrate.

For

nearly half a century Hatherly's life was intertwined with
the Pilgrims, from the colony's inception in 1620 until
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his death in 1666--just ten years before the terror of
King Philip's War.
This project would never have been undertaken were
it not for my mother, June Pauley Valdespino, who suggested the study to me in August of 1983.

I am grateful

for her help in genealogical matters as well as for her
continued encouragement and support.

I am deeply indebted

to Mrs. Norma Langille of Dorval, Quebec, for her
invaluable assistance in the preparation of this thesis.
Together we researched our mutual ancestor during a
wonderfully productive field trip to Massachusetts in the
summer of 1984 where we combed the records at Boston's New
England Historic Genealogical Society, Plymouth's Pilgrim
Society, and Scituate's Historical Society.

(Mrs.

Langille later undertook an investigative sojourn to
England which yielded further valuable and otherwise
inaccessible source material for this work.)

In addition,

Mrs. Langille has kept me apprised of her latest findings
via correspondence and telephone.

I would also like to

thank Mrs. Kathleen Laidlaw, president of the Scituate
Historical Society, who afforded us every courtesy during
our visit, including a guided tour of the town Timothy
Hatherly founded.

And finally, I wish to express my

sincere appreciation to Dr. Edmund F. Kallina of the University of Central Florida.

His insightful criticism,

advice and patience helped me find order amidst chaos and
given me the encouragement to finish this project.
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A NOTE ON SPELLING AND DATES
All quotations in this thesis are here reproduced
as found in the source material cited.

Thus quotes from

the Plymouth Colony Records, for example, appear in the
seventeenth-century style, complete with archaic and
variant spellings including abbreviations and contractions.

Likewise, those secondary sources or edited

versions of primary material which have, for the sake of
readability, eliminated these variations are hereby presented in that manner.

I have also employed the Old

Style, double-dating system used by New England Puritans
in their acknowledgement of both Julian and Gregorian
calendars.

The Julian year, authorized by Julius Caesar

in 46 B.C., was later discovered to be eleven minutes too
long each year with an accumulated error, by A.D. 1582, of
ten days.

In that year Pope Gregory XIII decreed that the

day following 4 October should be called 15 October, thus
omitting the extra days and correcting the calendar.

In

addition New Year's Day was moved from 25 March to
1 January.

All Catholic countries adopted this New Style

calendar while England refused to do so until 1752.

The

English felt compelled to note the change, however, and
this was reflected in their use of the double-dating

system which could only be used between 1 January and
25 March.

Any event recorded during this period would be

given two dates to represent each calendar style.
example:

17 February 1634/1635.

For

CHAPTER I
RECONNAISSANCE 1623-1624

Arrival
Master William Peirce, the most respected of the
Puritan shipmasters, guided the 140-ton Anne into Plymouth
Bay on 10 July 1623.

The laden vessel--the Pilgrims' long

overdue relief ship--threaded a course between Saquish
Head and the treacherous shallows of Brown's Bank.

As she

cleared the tip of the two-mile-long spit sheltering
Plymouth Harbor from the Bay of Cape Cod, the Anne entered
Goose Point Channel (where the Mayflower company had spent
a terrible winter two-and-a-half years earlier), providing
those above deck with a clear view of the Pilgrim settlement.

There, about a mile from shore, the Anne's anchor

was dropped and her forty-five day transatlantic crossing
completed.1
The Anne was the third of the "Pilgrim Ships" (the
forty-four ton pinnace Little James arrived ten days
later), and she brought a number of persons who would
figure prominently in the Old Colony's history. 2

None

proved more significant than Timothy Hatherly, a thirtyfive-year-old woolens merchant from a London borough and
one of the financial backers of the fledgling

2

commonwealth.

Pilgrim chronicler Nathaniel Morton, him-

self an immigrant aboard the Anne, regarded the gentleman
merchant as one "of the principal Passengers" on the ship
and praised his "profitable and beneficiall" service to
the colony. 3
Hatherly was a Devonshire-born, wealthy Southwark
feltrnaker among the so-called merchant adventurers who
were underwriting the colonial settlement. 4

"Gentleman,

scholar and enthusiast, he had desired most ardently to
sail in 1620 [on the Mayflower]," Scituate historian Will
Irwin wrote.

"But he was needed in London; for the rest

of the backers were only lukewarm. 115

Hatherly was one of

the few adventurers who actively supported the
Separatists' effort to establish a Puritan commonwealth in
New England 6 and, as an investor, he had come "to see for
himself the probable success or failure of the venture. 117
From the beginning, Hatherly sought to ameliorate the
Pilgrims' condition in America by championing their needs
within the merchant adventurers "when that partnership
would have enacted further and more onerous interests and
penalties from them. 118

His voyage on the Anne was never

intended to be permanent; 9 armed with a first-hand account
of the prospects and exigencies of the colony, Hatherly
would return to London where he hoped to assuage his
colleagues' fears about continued investment.

And he came

3

for personal reasons as well:

Hatherly intended to recon-

noiter the coast in search of a suitable location for
another Separatist community, within the Pilgrim patent
but apart from Plymouth.
The dual nature of the Pilgrim enterprise--a
business group joined with a religious group and separated
by three thousand miles of turbulent ocean--promised
problems, and by the summer of 1623, a series of losses
and frustrations had fractured the Company of Adventurers
for New Plymouth.

Those merchants primarily concerned

with the bottom line resented the Separatists and viewed
further financing as throwing good money after bad.

The

radical Puritans, moreover, disturbed many of their
Anglican partners who "were estranged by the extreme
religious opinions of the Pilgrims. 1110
The leaders of Plymouth Colony were aware of the
effect bad news had on disillusioned investors in
England.

They took pains, therefore, to put forth the

best possible face in their correspondence and publications.

The so-called "Mourt's Relation," published in

London in 1622, was an upbeat account of the Pilgrims'
first year in New England.

Part journal, part promotional

tract, it left many with overly sanguine expectations and
certainly did not prepare Hatherly and the rest of the
'
.
d ll
Anne ' s passengers f or t h e greeting
t h ey receive.

4

"Hastening ashore, eager to taste the felicities of New
Canaan . . . so rosily pictured," the would-be settlers
were rudely dispelled of their genial fantasies. 12 From
their mooring in Goose Point Channel, only the outlines of
the settlement could be discerned:

the sturdy palisade

encircling the tiny community with its box-like fort, on a
hill overlooking the harbor.

Even before the crowded

shallop reached the beach, however, those aboard could see
the gaunt and ragged forms lining the shore.

With sinking

hearts, the newcomers met their hollow-eyed predecessors,
many of whom were "little better than half naked."
Hatherly's first impressions of the holy enterprise must
have been grim indeed, as Governor William Bradford
related in his history:
These passengers, when they saw their low and poor
condition ashore, were much daunted and dismayed, and
according to their divers humors were diversely
affected. Some wished themselves in England again;
others fell a-weeping, fancying their own misery in
what they saw now in others, other some pitying the
distress they saw their friends had been long in, and
still were under. In a word, all were full of
sadness. 13
Together, the Anne and Little James brought
ninety-three settlers, thirty-two of whom were Separatists.

Bradford considered the new arrivals a mixed lot:

• some of them being very useful persons and
became good members to the body; and some were the

5

wives and children of such as were here already.

And

some were so bad as they were fain to be at charge to
14
send them home again the next year.
Hatherly carried two letters for Bradford and his Council,
one from the general body of adventurers (signed by
thirteen of the forty-seven investors), and the other from
the Pilgrims' London agent, Deacon Robert Cushman.
letters worked at cross purposes.

The

Cushman's brief

message--really more of a warning--was a bitter
denunciation of the character of some of the Anne's
passengers, and a repudiation of responsibility for their
having been sent.

"It grieveth me to see so weak a com-

pany sent you," Cushman wrote, "and yet had I not been
here they had been weaker. 1115
The company letter apologized for the delay and
lack of supply:

"Being right sorry that you have not been

sent unto all this time, etc."

The adventurers urged

patience while breaking the bad news that John Robinson,
the Pilgrims' beloved pastor, had not been sent over.

"We

would not have you discontented because we have not sent
you more of your old friends," they wrote, "and in special
him on whom you most depend."

There was also the unwel-

come revelation that the adventurers had sent over a group
to be independent of the Separatist community:
There are also come unto you some honest men to plant
upon their own Particulars besides you.

A thing

6

which, if we should not give way unto, we should wrong
both them and you; them, by putting them on things
more inconvenient; and you, for that being honest men
they will be a strengthening to the place, and good
neighbors unto you. 16
After a month and a half at sea with "Mad Jack" Oldham and
others among the "particulars, "Hatherly undoubtedly
could provide his friends with first-hand knowledge of
their character.

Bradford asserted this group later

"caused some difference and disturbance amongst" the
.
t 17
Separatist
sett 1 emen.

The rest of the letter Hatherly brought from his
colleagues was full of the now familiar gratuitous advice
and exhortation.

The Pilgrims were urged to forget about

the better areas they might have settled in New England
"and rather fix your eyes upon that which may be done
there than languish in hopes after things elsewhere."
Besides, their urban partners offered, having settled in
an area with a dearth of rivers and fertile ground, the
Separatists would be assured of privacy:

"You shall be

the less envied and encroached upon; and such as are
earthly minded will not settle too near your border."

The

planters were exhorted to look past their present misery
and to consider how posterity might view them:
Let it not be grievous unto you that you have been
instruments to break the ice for others who came after

7

with less difficulty; the honour shall be yours to the
18
world's end, etc.
Hatherly had not expected to find his friends in
such dreadful condition and he knew the letters he carried
were "cold comfort to fill their hungry bellies. 1119

The

new arrivals had no way of knowing that the settlers had
just endured a severe heat wave of nearly seven weeks'
duration--a drought which only exacerbated the famine that
had long gripped the colony.

It was not until the day

before the Anne arrived, in fact, that the aridity was
ended (following a solemn, day-long fast and prayer). 20
As soft showers began to revive the withered crops new
fears emerged, however, for "the Old Planters were afraid
that their corn, when it was ripe, should be imparted to
the newcomers," thus negating their spring labor.

For

their part, "the newcomers were as much afraid that the
hungry Planters would have ate up the provisions brought,"
Bradford wrote, "and they should have fallen into the like
condition."

To resolve the dilemma the Old Planters

approached the Governor with a request:
They came to the Governor and besought him that as it
was before agreed that they should set corn for their
Particular . . . that they might freely enjoy the
same; and they would not have a bit of the victuals
now come, but wait till harvest for their own and let
the newcomers enjoy what they had brought they would
have none of it except they could purchase any of it

8

of them by bargain or exchange. Their request was
granted them, for it gave both sides good content
21
New Plymouth
Shelter was an immediate priority for the new arrivals
and Hatherly presumably built himself a typical Pilgrim
house which was completed by autumn. 22 These were frame
structures constructed of hewn planks, with an unpainted
clapboard front, weather-boarding sides and rear, and a
thatched roof with an enclosed garden behind.

Inside,

Hatherly's house was likely built around a large brick
chimney with "a single all-purpose room below, with a
lean-to at the rear, and a chamber

above. 1123

By

September, the colony's housing had more than doubled.
Emmanuel Altham, the captain of the Little James, related
this in a letter to his brother in which he described the
growing settlement at the time of Hatherly's stay in New
Plymouth:
In this plantation is about twenty houses, four or
five of which are very fair and pleasant, and the rest
(as time will serve) shall be made better. And this
town is in such manner that it makes a great street
between the houses, and at the upper end of the town
there is a strong fort . • . Furthermore, here is
belonging to the town six goats, about fifty hogs and
pigs, also divers hens . • • 24

9

The Anne, meanwhile, was rehired by the company
for the return voyage and remained at Plymouth for six
weeks while being freighted with the pelts of beaver and
otter as well as with clapboards and hardwood wainscoting.25

This was accomplished "with the help of many

hands," and probably afforded Hatherly the opportunity to
familiarize himself with the personalities and geography
of the Indian trade. 26 Laden with a valuable cargo for
the Company of Adventurers, the Anne departed for England
on 10 September.

Also on board was Edward Winslow, with

instructions "to inform of all things and procure such
things as were thought needful for their present cond i't'ion. 1127

The veteran Separatist diplomat also carried

his manuscript of the soon-to-be published Good Newes From
New England.
Winslow had reason to be optimistic about the
Pilgrim colony.

Only a month before his departure he had

witnessed a bountiful harvest brought by the "sweet and
gentle showers" and the change it effected upon the
planters.

The famine was ended; "now God gave them

plenty, and the face of things was changed, to the
rejoicing of the hearts of many, for which they blessed
God. 1128 There were other reasons for rejoicing in August
as well:

Governor Bradford married Alice Southworth, one

of the Anne's passengers, and the subsequent nuptial feast

10

dramatically underscored the change in the colony's fortunes.

It was a gala event for the Pilgrim settlement and

one of the most extravagant affairs in Plymouth Colony's
history.

The modest Bradford neglected the event in his

chronicle, but Hatherly's colleague Altham, left us a
vivid account of the occasion_

It

was attended by many

Indian personages, including Massasoit, the great sachem
of the Wampanoags.
While there is no record, it is highly unlikely
that Hatherly would have missed his friend and associate's
wedding--not to mention the diplomatic opportunities the
event afforded.

Hatherly was probably among the welcoming

committee, moreover, which greeted the arriving kings with
musket volleys and military display.

(This tended to

unnerve the natives and was done with as much an eye to
impressing the Indians with Puritan firepower as it was to
honor them with formality.)

Altham recalled the arrival

of the "great emperor" and his entourage:
. . . Massasoit was sent for to the wedding, where
came with him his wife, the queen, although he hath
five wives. With him came four other kings and about
six score men with their bows and arrows--where, when
they came to our town, we saluted them with the
sh0oting off 0f many muskets and training our men.
And so all the bows and arrows was brought into the
Governor's house, and he brought the Governor three or
four bucks and a turkey. And so we had very good

11

pastime in seeing them dance, which is in such manner,
with such a noise that you would wonder. 29
Only two months earlier the colony was on the verge of
extinction for lack of food.

When the Anne arrived in

mid-July, the best meal they could offer Hatherly and the
others "was a lobster or a piece of fish without bread or
anything else but a cup of fair spring water. 1130
wedding party was a sumptuous contrast.

The

"We had about

twelve pasty venisons," Altham wrote, "besides others,
pieces of roasted venison and other such good cheer in
such quantity that I could wish you some of our share. 1131
Despite the amity displayed between the races at
Bradford's wedding, the Pilgrims were always on guard
against the specter of Indian attack.

(Only five months

earlier 347 English settlers were killed in Virginia
during an uprising by the Chesapeake tribes.)

A Virginia

official had visited New Plymouth two months before that
fateful outbreak and particularly admired the planters'
relations with the natives. 32 Nevertheless, the Pilgrims
remained constantly alert and visitors were struck by
their defensive fortifications.

(As a future magistrate,

Hatherly undoubtedly took note of the colony's military
readiness.)

Altham, writing at the time of Hatherly's

first visit to New England, praised the Pilgrim fort with
its "six pieces of reasonable good artillery • . • [and]
continual watch, so that no Indian can come near

12
thereabouts but he is presently seen." 33

John Pory was

impressed with the "substantial palisade" about their
town--eight-feet high and 2,700-feet in circumference-"stronger than I have seen any in Virginia • . • 1134 The
most vivid description of Pilgrim defense (one historian
calls it a "garrison mentality 1135 ) was left by the Dutch
official Isaak de Rasieres after his 1627 visit:
In the center [of the town], on the cross street,
stands the Governor's house, before which is a square
stockade upon which four patereros are mounted, so as
to enfilade the streets. Upon the hill they have a
large square house, with a flat roof, built of thick
sawn planks stayed with oak beams, upon the top of
which they have six cannon, which shoot iron balls of
four and five pounds, and command the surrounding
country. 36
The fort was also the Pilgrims' place of worship,
a veritable Church Militant, further manifested by the
manner in which the settlers (including Hatherly) went to
services.

De Rasieres was particularly fascinated by the

latter and he left us a classic account of the Separatist
processions up the hill:
They assemble by beat of drum, each with his musket or
firelock, in front of the captain's door; they have
their cloaks on, and place themselves in order, three
abreast, and are led by a sergeant without beat of
drum. Behind comes the Governor, in a long robe;
beside him on the right hand, comes the preacher with
his cloak on, and on the left hand, the captain with
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his side-arms and cloak on, and with a small cane in
his hand; and so they march in good order, and each
sets his arms down near him. Thus they are constantly
on their guard night and day. 37
The Pilgrims' manner of going to church with a gun in one
hand and a bible in the other bears a striking resemblance, Kate Caffrey asserts, "to the Dutch Boers who were
to begin settling in South Africa twenty-five years
later. 1138
The Big Fire
Shortly after the Anne's departure in September,
Plymouth's Separatist polity was threatened when Captain
Robert Gorges arrived in the Bay of Massachusetts with "a
commission from the Council of New England to be general
governor of the country. 1139

To make matters worse, he

brought with him an Episcopalian minister with "authority
and superintendency" over New England churches. 40
Plymouth's Puritan government survived the episode
unscathed, but for Hatherly the Captain's arrival was the
first in a sequence of events culminating in calamity.
Like his father Sir Ferdinando, Gorges envisioned
grand feudal estates in New England and was accompanied by
six gentlemen, servants and many immigrants.

He planned

to establish a plantation at Wessagusset, the settlement
recently abandoned by Thomas Weston's company, and
informed Bradford that the Pilgrim governor had been

14
chosen to serve "for the time being," as one of Gorges'
assistants.

He notified the Pilgrims of his arrival but

before Plymouth's welcoming delegation could reach the
Bay, Gorges sailed eastward in an attempt to find Weston
"and call him to account" for the ill carriage of his men
at Wessagusset.

A storm rose, however, compelling Gorges

to seek harbor at Plymouth where for fourteen days he and
his men were "kindly entertained."

The Captain was pleas-

antly surprised when, while biding his time with the
Pilgrims, Weston sailed into Plymouth Harbor on the Swan.
Hatherly was a likely witness to the spectacle of his
erstwhile partner's stricture at the hands of an irate
Gorges. 41
Two weeks after his unexpected arrival, Gorges
bid the Pilgrims farewell and went to the Massachusetts
Bay overland, leaving the Katherine and her crew at
Plymouth.

(She prepared to sail to Virginia with a number

of passengers, including some of the "particulars" who
were weary of the Separatist oligarchy.)

The Katherine

was apparently not the only vessel in Plymouth Harbor-Bradford relates the presence of another--and until they
left, the Separatists played reluctant host to a boisterous group of "strangers."

This was bound to grate upon

the Puritan sensibilities of the Pilgrim Fathers and if

15
they had any misgivings about those crowding the colony,
they were soon utterly justified.
On the bitterly cold evening of 5 November 1623,
the night before the Katherine's departure for Virginia, a
party was thrown in a recently built dwelling adjacent to
the storehouse and near Hatherly's residence.

Escaping

-- the frigid gusts, the sailors and passengers crowded into
the house where they roistered over a keg of strong
spirits and "a great fire."

The inebriated merrymakers

grew careless and before long, sparks from the chimney
alighted upon the thatched roof of the house, immediately
setting it ablaze.

Within moments, burning embers were

carried by the blustery wind to other rooftops--including
Hatherly's--and quickly set each ablaze.

Before the

conflagration was extinguished, four houses were lost,
along with all of "the goods and provisions in them. 1142
Bradford recorded the mysterious and sinister
nature of this fire which nearly destroyed the colony:
The house in which it began was right against their
storehouse, which they had much ado to save, in which
were their common store and all their provisions, the
which, if it had been lost, the plantation had been
overthrown. But through God's mercy it was saved by
the great diligence of the people and care of the
Governor and some about him. Some would have had the
goods thrown out; but if they had there would much
have been stolen by the rude company that belonged to
these two ships, which were almost all ashore. But a
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trusty company was placed within, as well as those
that with wet cloths and other means kept off the fire
without, that if necessity required they might have
them out with all speed. For they suspected some
malicious dealing, if not plain treachery, and whether
it was only suspicion or not, God knows; but this is
certain, that when the tumult was greatest, there was
a voice heard (but from whom it was not known) that
bid them look well about them, for all were not
friends that were near them. And shortly after, when
the vehemency of the fire was over, smoke was seen to
arise within a shed that was joined to the end of the
storehouse, which was wattled up with boughs, in the
withered leaves whereof the fire was kindled; which
some running to quench, found a long firebrand of an
ell long, lying under the wale on the inside, which
could not possibly come there by casualty but must be
laid there by some hand, in the judgment of all that
saw it. But God kept them from this danger, whatever
was intended. 43
Suddenly, Hatherly found himself in a nightmarish
predicament.

The gentleman-merchant was thousands of

miles from home and family, utterly destitute, in a forbidding wilderness while in the grip of a New England
winter.

Stunned and demoralized, he left with a number of

discontented persons from Plymouth for the abandoned
dwellings at Wessagusset. 44 It must have been an exceedingly miserable winter for Hatherly, compelled by
circumstance to leave his spiritual friends to join an
undisciplined and secular-minded group.

He stayed with

17

the company until Gorges quit his effort to establish a
settlement.

Bradford recalled the end of this second

attempt to colonize Wessagusset, and in the process, could
not resist a bit of gloating:
The Governor and some that depended upon him returned
for England, having scarcely saluted the country in
his government, not finding the state of things here
to answer his quality and condition. The people
dispersed themselves; some went for England, others
for Virginia; some few remained and were helped with
supplies from hence. 45
Because his stay in New England was not, at this
time, intended to be permanent, Hatherly, "much impoverished, and much discouraged," returned home the fol.
.
. h Gorges. 46
winter
wit
1 owing

Francis Baylies, a

nineteenth-century, New England historian, wrote that
Hatherly "embraced this opportunity to return," because he
"disliked the country. 1147

Baylies was mistaken.

Hatherly

returned to spend nearly forty years in the "country"
where he played an active role in Plymouth Colony as
Nathaniel Morton tells us:
and afterwards the Lord was pleased to renew his
Estate, and he came again into New-England, and proved
a very profitable and beneficial instrument both in
Church and Common-wealth, being one of the first
beginners, and a good Instrument to uphold the Church
and Town of Scituate; and also served God and the
Jurisdiction of Plimoth in the place of Magistracy,
and retained his Integrity in the Profession of the

18
wayes of Christ unto Old Age; still surviving · at the
.
h ereo.
f 48
penning
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Boston." A letter of 9 April 1623 from Deacon Robert
Cushman informs us the Anne was "140 tuns" and carried "60
passengers, and 60 tun of goods, etc." See Bradford, Of
Plymouth Plantation, p. 125.
2For the names and dates of the early Pilgrim
vessels, see: Edward Arber, ed., The Story of the Pilgrim
Fathers, 1606-1623. A.D. as told by Themselves, Their
Friends, and Their Enemies (London: Ward & Downey, 1897;
New York: Kraus Reprint Co., 1969), pp. 355-356. The
Little James was the last of the ships bringing those
distinctly known as the "Forefathers" of Plymouth colony.
For the passengers on the Anne and Little James, see James
Thacher, History of the Townof Plymouth: From Its First
Settlement in 1620, to the Year 1832 (Boston: Marsh,
Capen & Lyon, 1832), p. 69; and Alexander Young, ed.,
Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers of the Colony of
Plymouth, from 1602 to 1625, 2nd. ed. (Boston: c. C. &
J. Brown, 1844; Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co.,
1974), p. 352.
3Nathaniel Morton, New England Memoriall
(Cambridge, n.p., 1669; Boston: The Club of Odd Volumes,
1903), p. 47.
411 Tymothie Hatherley" was born to Robert Hatherley
and Elinore Mortimore, alias Tanner. He was christened
29 September 1588 in the parish of Winkleigh, in the
county of Devon. See Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints, International Genealogical Index (Salt Lake City:
Mormon Church, 1981), K 05. See Devon & Cornwall Record
Society Parish Register trans[.] Winkleigh (Exeter, Devon:
Devon Record Office, n.d.), [year] 1588. Also see "Notes
and Queries," New England Historic Genealogical Register
52 (January 1898): 76. Hatherly's father, "son of
Thomas," was baptized 28 April 1543 at Barnstaple in Devon
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20
county. (This information was provided by Mr. Robert
L. Ward of Laurel, Maryland, in a letter to the author,
23 April 1984.) Robert was apparently a well-to-do merchant connected with the woolens industry. Timothy "was a
prominent feltmaker, and an important member of the extensive company of Merchants [sic] Adventurers of England's
great trading metropolis." See "Manuscript Collection of
Nathaniel Tilden," New England Historic Genealogical
Society no. 139, 3rd box, carton no. 1, p. 967. Hatherly,
according to the above source, "made London his home and
business center, and married his first wife in the parish
of St. Olaves, Southwark, England, in 1614." Hatherly
married Alice Collared on 26 December 1614 and they had a
son, Nathaniel, baptized at St. Olaves on 16 July 1618.
See Charles E. Banks, The English Ancestry and Homes of
the Pilgrim Fathers Who Came to Plymouth on the "Mayflower" in 1620, the "Fortune" in 1621, and the "Anne" and
the "Little James" in 1623 (Boston: n.p., 1929; Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Co., 1965), p. 146.
5will Irwin, Scituate 1636-1936 (Scituate, Mass.:
Scituate Historical Society, 1936; 1973), p. 11.
6 According to John Robinson, the Pilgrims' pastor
in Leyden, the merchants were divided into three groups:
"For the better clearing of this, we must dispose the
Adventurers into three parts, and of them some five or six
. • . are absolutely bent for us, • . . other five or six
are our bitter professed adversaries; the rest, being the
body, I conceive to be honestly minded • • • toward us."
See Robinson's letter to Mr. Brewster, dated in Leyden
20 December 1623, in Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation,
pp. 376-377. Hatherly's associates among the pro-Pilgrim
faction were: James Shirley, William Collier, Richard
Andrews and John Beauchamp. Arber tells us the above
gentlemen (with the exception of Collier), were "known as
the noble 'Friends of the Pilgrims.'" Of these, only
Hatherly is considered a "Pilgrim Father" because he
settled in the colony in 1632 . See Arber, Story of the
Pilgrim Fathers, p. 356.
7Mary L. F. Power, "The Early Settlement," Old
Scituate (Scituate, Mass.: Chief Justice Cushing Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution, 1921; Scituate,
Mass.: Scituate Historical Society, 1978), p.l.
8Harvey H. Pratt, The Early Planters of Scituate:
A History of Scituate, Mass., From Its Establishment to
the End of the Revolutionary War (Scituate, Mass.:
Scituate Historical Society, 1929), p. 284.
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9 rbid. Also see, Tilden, "Manuscript Collection," no. 139, 3rd box, carton no. 1, p. 967. "· . • but
in the division of land in 1623, no allottment was made to
him [Hatherly], as he did not intend to stay."
10

see Charles M. Andrews, The Colonial Period of
American History, vol. 1 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1934), p. 283. Separatist Congregationalism distressed even some of the Protestants among Hatherly's
colleagues in the Company of Adventurers. Congregationalism was radical, Perry Miller tells us "because it
strove to institutionalize salvation by faith in a
covenanted church from which most of the population were
excluded"; and, "To most Protestants, the Congregational
proposals of Ames and Preston had seemed as fantastic as
the dictatorial visions of Karl Marx were to appear to
nineteenth-century socialists • • " Perry Miller, The
New England Mind: From Colony to Province (Cambridg~
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1953; 1983), pp. 119,
120-121. Also see Samuel E. Morison, "The Pilgrim
Fathers: Their Significance in History," By Land and
Sea: Essays and Addresses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1953), p. 235:
"For the Pilgrim Fathers of Plymouth were
Puritans. They must share in whatever praise be accorded
to the Puritans for their virtues, and blame for their
shortcomings. The word 'Puritan' as used in their day
meant the people who wished to carry the Protestant Reformation to what they conceived to be its logical conclusion. All Puritans, • . . were Calvinist in theology;
• • . The nucleus of the Pilgrim Fathers was a congregation of English Separatists--left wingers of the Puritan
movement • . . We should drop the misleading antithesis
of 'Pilgrim and Puritan,' invented in the nineteenth
century. The Pilgrims were Puritans; nobody more so."
11 First published in London in 1622 with the
mysterious signature "G. Mourt," historians now know this
work to have been a collaboration of Winslow and Bradford. The proper title is A Relation or Journal of the
Beginning and Proceedings of the English Plantation
settled at Plymouth in New England, by certain English
Adventurers, both Merchant and others. "Obviously
designed to attract as many colonists as possible,"
Willison wrote, "the Pilgrim leaders laid great store by
this small book as a means of building up their strength
• • • and naturally they painted the country and their own
accomplishments in the fairest possible colors." See
Willison, Saints and Strangers, p. 196. Hatherly undoubtedly read this.
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12 W1· 11·ison, Saints and Strangers, p. 236.

13 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 130.
14 Ibid., p. 127.
15 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 128. Cushman placed the onus of accountability for sending
undesirables to New Plymouth upon the shoulders of company
Treasurer James Shirley: "· . . And because people press
so hard upon us to go, and often such as are none of the
fittest, I pray you write earnestly to the Treasurer and
direct what persons should be sent • • • • You must still
call upon the company here to see that honest men be sent
you, and threaten to send them back if any other come,
etc. We are not any way so much in danger as by corrupt
and naughty persons. Such and such came without my
consent, but the importunity of their friends got promise
of our Treasurer in my absence." Also see Ruth A.
McIntyre, Debts Hopeful and Desperate: Financing the
Plymouth Colony (Plymouth, Mass.: Plimoth Plantation,
1963), p. 33, for complete list of known investors in New
Plymouth.
16

see Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, pp. 128130, for the text of the company's letter.
17
18 Ibid., p. 129.
rbid., p. 127.
19 Bradford coined this phrase in response to a
similar letter from Thomas Weston. He cited scripture to
sum up his sentiments towards the Company of Adventurers:
"'Put not your trust in princes,' (much less in merchants)
'nor in the son of man, for there is no help in them.'"
See Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 101.
2 °For details on this devastating drought, see
Edward Winslow, Good Newes from New England (London: John
Dawson, 1624) in Arber, Story of the Pilgrim Fathers,
pp. 577-579. Also see Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation,
pp. 131-132; and William Hubbard, A General History of New
England: From the Discovery to MDCLXXX (Boston: n.p.,
1680; Boston: Charles c. Little and James Brown, 1847),
p. 74; and Willison, Saints and Strangers, p. 240.
21 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 132. Also
see Noel B. Gerson, Rock of Freedom: The Story of the
Plymouth Colony (New York: Noel Gerson, 1964), 18, for a
manifest of the Anne's cargo:
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FOODSTUFFS

100
100
100
3
1
1

barrels of beef;
barrels of white flour;
barrels of salt pork;
bags of seed, peas, beans, etc.;
bag of onions, suitable for planting;
bag of carrots, suitable for planting.
CLOTHING

300
20
50
30
100
70½

bolts
bolts
bolts
bolts
bolts
bales

of
of
of
of
of
of

gray wool;
white wool;
gray corduroy;
black corduroy;
sheer white lawn linen;
shoe leather.
WEAPONRY

50 bags of gun powder;
1 saker cannon;
2 small cannon.
22 Pratt, Planters of Early Scituate, p. 284.
23 see Darrett B. Rutman, Husbandmen of Plymouth:
Farms and Villages in the Old Colony 1620-1692 (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1967), pp. 30-31. For a contemporary observation of Pilgrim architecture, see Isaack de Rasieres'
letter to Samuel Blornrnaert in 1628, in Sydney V. James,
Jr., ed., Three Visitors to Early Plymouth: Letters About
the Pilgrim Settlement in New England During Its First
Seven Years by John Pery, Emmanuel Altham, and Isaak de
Rasieres (Plymouth, Mass.: Plimoth Plantation, 1963),
p. 76: "The houses are constructed of clapboards, with
gardens also enclosed behind and at the sides with clapboards, so that their houses and courtyards are arranged
in very good order, • . . " De Rasieres was the chief
trading agent for the West India Company and secretary for
the director of New Netherland.
24 Altham arrived on the Little James and was a
colleague of Hatherly's among the merchant adventurers.
He was involved with the colony until 1626 when he left
for employment in the Dutch East India Company. Altham's
letters are an important source for information on New
Plymouth at the time of Hatherly's first stay in New
England. For his description of the settlement, see his
letter to his brother, Sir Edward Altham in September 1623
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in James, Three Visitors, p. 24. Captain John Smith
visited the colony the following year and revealed the
settlement's progress since Altham's correspondence: "At
new Plymouth is about 180 persons, some cattle and goats,
but many swine and poultry; thirty-two dwelling houses
. . . " See John Smith, Generall Historie of Virginia, New
England, and the Summer Isles (London: n.p., 1624); in
Edward Arber and A. G. Bradley, eds., Travels and Works of
Captain John Smith (London: n.p., 1910), 2: 782.
25 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 132; and
Willison, Saints and Strangers, pp. 237-238.
26 Hatherly was particularly impressed with the
coast some twenty-five miles north of New Plymouth, near
the area of the North River, "the four cliffs" and
adjacent harbor.
27 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 132; also
see Winslow, Good Newes, in Arber, Story of the Pilgrim
Fathers, p. 580.
28 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, pp. 131-132.
29 Altham to Sir Edward Altham, September 1623, in
James, Three Visitors, p. 29.
30 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 130.
31 James, Three Visitors, p. 29.
32 John Pery was an English gentleman and official
of the Virginia Company from 1619-1622. He visited New
Plymouth in January of 1622/1623--just two months before
the fearsome uprising in the Southern Colony--and found
much that he admired, especially Indian-Pilgrim
relations. Pery was impressed, coming from a colony with
such a dismal track record on that score, that even the
dreaded Capawacks were "in good terms with them of
Plymouth, because they never did wrong to any Indians, so
will they put up no injury at their hands." See Pory's
letter to the Earl of Southampton, Henry Wriothesley,
dated 13 January 1622/1623, in James, Three Visitors,
pp. 11-12. Historian Gary B. Nash regards the Pilgrims'
treatment of the Indians as no different than other
Europeans, their Puritan ideals notwithstanding. "The
need of the local Wampanoags for a military ally to aid
them in their struggle with the neighboring Narragansetts
probably explains why they tolerated English abuses," Nash
wrote. He cites Captain Standish's killing of eight
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Massachusetts Indians in 1623 as evidence that he "had
adopted John Smith's formula of inspiring fear and submission rather than mutual respect and harmonious
relations." See Gary B. Nash, Red, White, and Black: The
Peoples of Early America (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1974; 1982), pp. 77-78.
33 James, Three Visitors, p. 24.
34 Ibid., p. 11.
35 Nash, Red, White, and Black, p. 78.
36 see Isaack de Rasieres' letter to Samuel
Blommaert in 1628, in James, Three Visitors, p. 76. The
patrero or "murderer," was a small, iron, breech-loading
cannon mounted in a forked, iron swivel on a wooden
pedestal. "Instead of a single ball, these guns were
normally loaded with small shot, short lengths of iron
bar, or broken pieces of iron and stone. The expanding
bore helped spread these projectiles as they left the
muzzle and thus made the murderer a vicious anti-personnel
weapon at short ranges." See Harold L. Peterson, Arms &
Armor of the Pilgrims 1620-1692 (Plymouth, Mass.: Plimoth
Plantation, 1957; 1980), p. 27. The guns of the fort were
likely from the Mayflower. The heavyweight of the Pilgrim
cannons was a "minion," an 800 to 1200-pound brass gun
that "had a bore of about 2.9 inches diameter and fired an
iron ball weighing 3½ pounds for distances up to 1600
yards." Ibid., p. 24.
37 James, Three Visitors, pp. 76-77.
38 Kate Caffrey, The Mayflower (New York: Stein &
Day, 1974; 1975), p. 219.
39 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, pp. 133-134.
The arrival of this company on the Katherine, "sent out by
Sir Ferdinando Gorges," did not bode well for the colony
in general and Hatherly in particular. For some of the
prominent personages aboard, see Adeline M. Barge, "Emigration from Devon and Cornwall, 1623-1628," Devon and
Cornwall Notes and Queries Vol. 17 (Exeter, Devon: Devon
and Cornwall Notes and Queries, 1932-1933), p. 66.
40 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 138. The
Reverend William Morrell discreetly waited until his
departure to inform the Pilgrims of his authority. Wrote
the Governor: "(It should seem he saw it was in vain)."
41 Thomas Weston was a London ironmonger, enterprising investor and one of the original merchant
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adventurers with a reputation for unscrupulousness in the
pursuit of profit. He attempted, in 1622, to establish a
money-making colony of "60 lusty men" without the distractions of women and children. After spending the swnmer of
1622 freeloading in Plymouth, Weston's unruly group left
for Wessagusset where the effort quickly degenerated into
a thieving, unorganized rabble which alienated the surrounding Massachusetts Indians. By the time Weston's
colony dispersed, many of the pitifully desperate settlers
were reduced to servitude at the hands of the Indians.
See Andrews, Colonial Period, 1: 261, 330-331; and Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 37n. For a first-hand
account by one of the settlers, see Phineas Pratt, "A
Declaration of the Affairs of the English People that
First Inhabited New England," Massachusetts Historical
Society Collections, 4th series, 4 (1858): 474-487.
42 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 136. We
may surmise the general location of Hatherly's house from
the fact that the fire originated in a dwelling adjacent
to the storehouse. Four homes were consumed in the blaze
and were probably near the storehouse as well. See
Noel B. Gerson, "Street Map of Plymouth 1622," in Rock of
Freedom: The Story of the Plymouth Colony (New York:
Noel Gerson, 1964), p. 159.
43 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, pp. 136-137.
Also see: Francis Baylies, An Historical Memoir of the
Colony of New Plymouth, 2 vols. (Boston: n.p., 1898), 1:
124; and Captain John Smith's comment upon the fire in
James, Three Visitors, p. 37n; and Morton, New Englands
Memoriall, p. 47.
44 see Willison, Saints and Strangers, p. 239:
"Gorges and his party soon sailed north and the abandoned
town of Wessagusset • . • . with him went some of the
discontented at Plymouth • • • and also Timothy Hatherly,
who had lost his house in a conflagration that for a time
threatened to consume the town."
45 Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation, p. 138.
46 Morton, New Englands Memoriall, p. 47; and
Tilden, "Manuscript Collection," no. 139, 3rd box, carton
no. 1, p. 9 6 7 .
47 Bay 1 ies,
·
.
. 1 Memo1r,
.
1 : 124.
H1stor1ca
48 Morton, New Englands Memoriall, pp. 47-48.

CHAPTER II
ADVENTURERS AND UNDERTAKERS
Hatherly, Merchants and the Impetus for Colonization
As a feltmaker, Timothy Hatherly worked in the
profession of his Devonshire ancestors where, since the
twelfth century, the woolens industry had flourished.

The

continental market for English wool created both a money
economy in England and, by the reign of Henry VIII, an
influential merchant class in Devon. 1

These entrepreneurs

made fortunes by reinvesting accumulated capital and
hiring labor to convert wool into cloth.

The demand for

cloth was far greater in domestic and foreign markets, and
merchants like Hatherly, who sold a finished product
rather than raw wool, were especially successful.

Blessed

with two magnificent harbors (at Plymouth and Barnstaple),
the wealthiest Devonshire businessmen acquired ships and
crews to import a variety of commodities, which were then
re-exported at sizeable profits.

But cloth remained "the

traditional mainstay of English commerce abroad" and the
source of substantial fortunes. 2

Devon merchants,

historian William Abbot has written, played a vital role
in the ascension of Elizabethan England:
By Elizabeth's day these merchant-capitalists had not
only broken the stranglehold of foreigners on
27
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England's coastwise and overseas shipping but they had
in fact also established England's management of her
foreign trade • • . they had become the most dynamic
if not the most conspicuous and powerful segment of
English society. It was they who were to provide the
thrust for the first successful overseas expansion of
England, the machinery for organizing it, the money
for carrying it out, and the determination required to
sustain it.3
Expansion came to mean colonization and the
impetus for that stemmed from a variety of sources.
Hatherly was born at a propitious moment in English
history and his life span parallels the period in which
Anglo-America was forged.

His life witnessed a conver-

gence of events and developments during the late sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries which made feasible
settlements in Virginia, Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay and
elsewhere.

Not the least of these was a growing sense of

urgency, an awareness of England's belated bid for New
World possessions.

This anxiety was fueled by the

writings of Richard Hakluyt and others who convinced many
Englishmen that their greatness as a European power
depended upon the establishment of colonies. 4

These

writers captured the public's imagination and successfully
conveyed their fears of an uncontested Spain running amok
in the New World.

By the time England joined the race--

nearly a century after Columbus's maiden voyage--the
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Spanish had overrun vast portions of the hemisphere.

The

treasures she so brutally extracted from the Americas made
Spain the richest and most powerful empire in the Old
World.

Worse, for Protestant Englishmen like Hatherly,

the papist followed the conquistador, aggressively
implanting the "scarlet whore" of Catholicism.

Throughout

England influential groups urged colonization of America
as both a matter of national self-interest and moral
duty.

It would afford the "salvages" their only hope of

salvation and, the argument went, would provide the mother
country with needed goods and resources while serving as a
market for English exports.

In Hakluyt, Devon merchants

found a "blueprint for action. 115
While the origins of New England were largely
independent of the mercantile ideal, it provided the
possibility and means of Puritan settlement.

For the

latter (products of the Protestant Reformation and another
of the forces culminating in the English settlement of
North America), colonization provided other reasons as
well, including the opportunity to escape religious persecution and the privacy to establish an oligarchy of
saints.

For a variety of reasons the self-exiled Sepa-

ratists in Holland were, by 1620, anxious to find
financial backing for immigration to America.

These

radical Puritans looked to the American strand as both a
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solution to the problems of persecution and as the ideal
environment for erecting a Godly community, free from Old
World corruptions.
When King James I intervened in the country's
cloth trade in 1614, he unwittingly promoted the Puritan
colonization of New England.

The Crown's ill-advised

reorganization of the woolens commerce contributed to a
general depression and many capitalists with declining
coffers began considering sundry money-making schemes.6
Captain John Smith captured the imagination of many businessmen in 1616 when he urged prospective investors in
London, Barnstaple and Plymouth to better exploit the
fishing and fur trade in New England by establishing
permanent settlements. 7

Hatherly was presumably familiar

with the speculative talk of his day and acutely aware of
the decline in the wool trade.

His Surrey home kept him

near London, the financial nerve center of England and
hotbed of speculative activity.

At this time (1616), the

recently married Hatherly lived in the parish of
St. Olaves, Southwark, where he was successfully established as a feltmaker. 8

But the depression worsened, and

by the end of the decade Hatherly had sufficient incentive
to look for other financial opportunities.
Just when Hatherly joined a group of merchant
adventurers in London headed by Thomas Weston is not
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clear.

The voluntary organization had been active for a

number of years in a variety of business ventures,
including an unlicensed woolens trade with the Low
Countries.

The latter ended abruptly in 1618 when Weston

was summoned before the Privy Council and ordered to stop
interfering with the royally sanctioned monopoly in the
Netherlands.

Hatherly probably participated in this

traffic (as did a number of his closest associates), and
used the opportunity to acquaint himself with the Leyden
Separatists.9
Financing the Pilgrim Colony
With the continental market denied him, Weston
turned to the New World where he hoped to take advantage
of the Virginia Company of London's offer to provide a
plantation to any who would settle in the colony.

He also

knew, from Hatherly and others, of the Separatists'
ongoing negotiations with the Virginia and Dutch West
India companies regarding their desire to emmigrate to
America. 10 In February 1620, Weston obtained a patent
from the Virginia Company in the name of one of his associates, John Peirce, which granted a large tract in
America up to latitude 41° N. 11 So armed, Weston went to
Leyden where he offered the Separatists his services as an
alternative to the others, assuring them he would handle
the business details and matters of funding.

In this, he
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found able support in Hatherly who, by this time, had
imbibed the principles of Puritanism and was on the best
of terms with the Leyden Separatists.

When John Robinson

and other Separatist leaders agreed, Weston began solidifying support among the adventurers.

An able promoter, he

successfully emphasized the economic inducements of the
venture and found particular enthusiasm among those, like
Hatherly, who endorsed Congregationalism.
In his General History of Virginia, New England
and the Summer Isles (1624), John Smith shed some light on
this group:
The Adventurers, which raised the Stock to begin and
supply this Plantation, were about seventy: some,
Gentlemen; some, Merchants, some, handicraftsmen; some
adventuring great sums; some, small; as their estates
and affection served • • • •
These dwell most about London. They are not a
Corporation: but knit together, by a voluntary combination, in a Society, without constraint or penalty;
aiming to do good, and to plant Religion.
They have a President and a Treasurer, every year
newly chosen by the most voices who ordereth the
affairs of their Courts and Meetings: and, with the
assent of the most of them, undertaketh all ordinary
businesses; but, in more weighty affairs, the assent
of the whole Company is required. 12
Weston (presumably after conferring with Hatherly,
James Sherley and other principals) had the Leyden Separatists draw up a list of terms under which the latter
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would receive aid and by which they might encourage other
investors to join.

This was done and the eleven articles

were taken to London where an agreement was forged calling
for a seven year, joint-stock company similar to those
used in Virginia and Bermuda.

The Pilgrims were to be

partners in the enterprise, not servants, and would contribute by "planting" in America while the London merchants (including Hatherly), "adventured" their money.

At

the end of the seven-year term, all capital accumulated
through trade, fishing and agriculture was to be distributed according to the number of shares held. 13 In the
meantime, the settlers would receive their food, clothing
and provisions from the common stock.
On both sides of the channel, adventurers and
Separatists attended to a myriad of details as arrangements were made to transport the first contingent to
America.

There were many problems:

expected contributors

were not forthcoming; three different agents, each acting
independently of one another, dispersed their efforts and
frustrated preparations; those who sold their homes and
possessions to finance the crossing were kept in limbo by
delays; and there was considerable debate over just where
to settle. 14 When the Pilgrims considered the Atlantic
seaboard, three possibilities emerged:

tropical Guiana,

Virginia and the area around the mouth of the Hudson
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River.

To most, the latter seemed the best of the choices

and the majority voted to accept the Peirce patent (which
embraced it)--particularly after assurances of religious
toleration were received through the good offices of their
friend Sir Edwin Sandys.
Then, when all seemed settled, many of the adventurers argued against the Peirce patent urging them
instead to apply to the newly created Council of New
England.

Sir Ferdinando Gorges, an influential Devonshire

gentleman, and "sundry Honourable Lords," had reconstructed the moribund Plymouth Company and sought a patent
and exclusive fishing rights for "New England," the
immense area named by John Smith in 1614. 15 The chief
adventurers (including Hatherly), hoped to persuade those
at Green Gate to go to New England "chiefly for the hope
of present profit to be made by the fishing that was found
in that country. 1116 In fact, a majority of Separatists
favored the choice both for its fishing possibilities and
its distance from the Anglican colony to the south.

The

expectation of a monopoly for that area long famous for
its annual fishing fleets from Europe was a big drawing
card for prospective investors.

But complaints against

the monopoly--primarily from Sandys--delayed the Council's
patent and as the summer of 1620 waned, it still failed to
"pass the seals."

This put the Pilgrims, who refused to
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settle without a legal charter, into a predicament for
time was running out if they were to cross the Atlantic
before winter.

Thus, reluctantly, it was decided to

forego New England for the security of the Peirce patent,
a choice which bode ill for Hatherly.
As a result of this decision to sail to the
Virginia colony rather than the potentially lucrative
waters to the north, a number of adventurers and settlers
lost enthusiasm for the enterprise and dropped out.

We

have seen that Hatherly's plans to join the first contingent were dashed at this juncture, for his services
were needed in London to keep the company from dissolving.

Weston, desperate to make the Pilgrims a more

attractive investment, then surreptitiously changed the
terms of agreement between the Leyden group and the merchant adventurers.

(It is unclear whether Hatherly acqui-

esced to this alteration--he may have regarded it as did
Deacon Robert Cushman, as a terrible necessity.)

The

amended contract rendered the Pilgrims' homes and gardens
divisible in the final dispositions of the joint-stock
company, and it completely omitted their clause stipulating two days a week for each planters' "own employment.1117

These changes outraged the Pilgrim leaders and

they were dumbstruck that their agent (Cushman) would so
"exceed his commission" as to agree to terms "better
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suited for thieves and bondslaves" than free English
subjects.

But time was of the essence, Cushman later pled

in defense, and if they were to have sailed at all, it had
to be on these conditions. 18
Of all the problems which emerged in preparation
for the transatlantic crossing, none was more serious or
acrimonious than this controversy over the altered terms
of settlement.

The issue was still unresolved when the

Mayflower finally set sail in August.

Bradford considered

this the origin of Weston's disaffection with the enterprise as well as the source of anti-Pilgrim factions
within the company.

And it presaged difficult times for

those adventurers, like Hatherly, who were as concerned-if not more so--with the settlers' welfare as they were
with the profit margin.

Hatherly had, before the onset of

complications, fully intended to join the pioneers in the
American wilderness.

The combination of the Pilgrims'

refusal to sign the amended articles and their decision to
settle near the Hudson 19 threatened costly defections,
however, and Hatherly knew that the planters needed every
friend they had among the "grasping merchants" if funding
was to be maintained.
Losses, Crosses and Dissolution
The adventurers' anger over Pilgrim intransigence
was exacerbated when the Mayflower returned to London in
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May 1621.

Not only did the colonists still refuse to

ratify the articles of settlement but they had the
temerity to return the long-overdue ship empty.

For a

number of Hatherly's associates, this proved the last
straw and it was apparent that they failed to learn from
the Virginia Company's experience "that a long time must
elapse before any profits could be expected from a
colonial undertaking. 1120
When the Fortune, the second of the Pilgrim ships,
arrived in New Plymouth in the fall of 1621, one of those
aboard was Deacon Cushman, who hoped to convince the
planters of the gravity of the situation and the necessity
of agreeing to the amended terms.

He also carried a

letter from the president of the company in which Weston
excoriated the Pilgrims for daring to send back an empty
ship. 21 Despite his assurances to the contrary, Weston
soon quit the enterprise, even before the Fortune--which
sailed in December with the first Pilgrim returns--was
robbed by a French warship en route.

His departure

initiated a series of defections brought on by losses and
internal discord.

For the Pilgrims, left to shift for

themselves in the New England wilderness, the company's
problems meant virtual starvation.

To make matters worse,

their erstwhile associate sent over unwanted "strangers"
for his private business, expecting the Pilgrims to
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shelter and feed them. 22

This they did from their meager

stores but as the months passed without supply from
England, the planters increasingly resented their treatment at the hands of the adventurers.

By the time

Hatherly arrived on the Anne in the summer of 1623, they
had lived with famine for nearly two years.

And after-

wards they were even more neglected by their London
backers and would certainly have starved were it not for
their unilateral ending of the "common course" in 16231624, thus allowing private cultivation of land which
greatly enhanced production.
It may be asked:

how could the Company--particu-

larly with members like Hatherly and Sherly who were
acknowledged friends of the Separatists--treat the
Pilgrims so callously?

The explanation lies in the fact

that the Pilgrims' friends among the adventurers were few
(the overwhelming majority were indeed "grasping" and
linked to the enterprise only in the hope of "present
profit").

Internal discord within the Company, further-

more, directly affected its efficacy in providing for the
settlers; as conditions worsened in London, so too did
23 By
. ability
. ·
.
. America.
.
t h eir
to supp 1y t h -~ co 1onists
in
1623, the merchants' covenant began to disintegrate.

Far

from being "knit together," a series of defections, controversies and internecine struggles rent the delicate
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fabric of their voluntary fraternity and effectively
paralyzed operations.

As difficulties increased, however,

so too did Hatherly's importance to the Pilgrims as he
assumed a prominent role among those determined to aid the
New England Separatists.
This was evident shortly after Weston's defection
when, in a bitter dispute over a secret Peirce patent,
Hatherly played a substantial part in its rescission.
When the Pilgrims landed north of the area stipulated in
the original Peirce patent of 1620, it was rendered useless--hence the origin of the Mayflower Compact--and
necessitated a new grant from the now legal Council of New
England. Peirce obtained this in the summer of 1621; 24
the new charter effectively ratified the Mayflower Compact
and became the legal basis for the colony's government for
nine years.

Controversy erupted when Peirce surrepti-

tiously applied for and received yet another patent from
the council that negated the charter of 1621.

It was in

the form of a deed poll and did not require the assent of
Hatherly and other company members.

This patent, issued

20 April 1622, made Peirce a virtual seigniory over New
Plymouth, "held directly of the Crown instead of a tenancy
held of the council. 1125

When the terms of the patent

became clear, both planters and adventurers were outraged.

Cushman, in a letter to Bradford, bemoaned that it
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"made quite void our former grant," and charged Peirce
with attempting to "lord over us all, and so make you and
us tenants at this will and pleasure. 1126
According to Bradford, Peirce betrayed the
Pilgrims and got what he deserved when "the Lord marvelously crossed him" with the aborted voyages of the
Paragon.

His censorious account of Peirce's actions

sharply differs with the latter's deposition of the affair
. a c h ancery 1 awsui"t . 27 At any rate, Hatherly also
in
opposed Peirce, particularly his subterfuge with the
patent.

(He knew that such a seigniory might signifi-

cantly alter his inchoate plans for eventual settlement in
New England.)

In fact, Harvey Pratt said it was through

Hatherly that "the selfish and traitorous Peirce was
exposed, and eliminated from the Adventurers. 1128 Peirce
was compelled to surrender his patent to Treasurer James
Sherley while the Council of New England was successfully
petitioned for a return to the grant of 1621.
The joint-stock company of the planters and adventurers was further strained with the arrival in New
Plymouth of those sent to be on "their own particular."
Puritans endeavored to be undefiled by earthly existence
and these strangers from London and other areas of England
were "a very troublesome part of the world which they
wished to avoid. 1129

For their part, the particulars
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resented the terms of their inclusion into the Separatist
community and many complained to the company.

Such

friction only made more difficult Hatherly's task of
maintaining financial support for the colony. The LyfordOldham conspiracy of 1624 (and Bradford's handling of it),
brought discord within the company to a head and even
frustrated some of the Pilgrims' staunchest friends.

The

Reverend John Lyford had come to the settlement with a
great display of humility but soon revealed a propensity
. .
. .
30
f or se d itious activity.

He teamed up with John Oldham,

the fiery leader of the particulars who had come over with
Hatherly on the Anne, and sought to discredit the Separatists in the eyes of the adventurers.

Eventually, after

a number of transgressions and slanderous letters, both
Lyford and Oldham were drummed out of the colony.

But the

ramifications of the affair had "sundry sad effects
for the Company of Adventurers broke in pieces • . . . 1131
These were difficult times for Separatist stalwarts within the company like Hatherly and Sherley who
were embroiled in the vexing task of shoring up support
for the Pilgrim enterprise.

Their efforts were hampered

by continued losses and crosses:

the dismal fate of the
adventurers' pinnace Little James; 32 the failure of a

fishing stage off Cape Ann; and the incompetent, costly
attempt at saltmaking.

"These disasters, losses, and
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uncertainties made such disagreement among the Adventurers
in England," John Smith wrote, "who began to repent; and
rather lose all, than longer continue the charge" having
already lost up to seven thousand pounds. 33 Hatherly's
increased importance to the joint-stock company is manifest in his voyage of 1623.

After the previous disasters

of the Fortune and Paragon, it was no small feat to find
backers for two more Pilgrim supply ships.

It was only

through the efforts of the "most active" adventurers--like
Hatherly--that the Anne and Little James were sent to New
Plymouth with a "large and liberal" supply. 34 One purpose
of Hatherly's first voyage to New England was, we have
seen, to gauge the plantation's prospects as an investment.

That his colleagues would entrust him to such an

important report (and it was not the last time Hatherly
was so employed) indicates considerable respect for his
judgment and honesty.
Another indication of Hatherly's pronounced role
is found in 1625, shortly after his return from New
England.

In the wake of the furor over the Lyford affair,

Captain Miles Standish was dispatched to England in a
desperate effort to secure money for trading goods and
essential commodities.

The temperamental Captain was a

risky choice for delicate financial negotiations, one
which George F. Willison attributes to two facts:

"he was
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not one of the Saints now in such disfavor," and "he could
do no worse than Winslow, who on his last visit had
stirred up a great row about the Lyford business. 35
Standish carried instructions for those adventurers "which
still claved to them," and was to entreat the remaining
members of the company for better terms on goods "for they
should never be able to bear such high interest or to
allow so much per cent. 1136

He also brought letters for

the Council of New England requesting their intervention
"that such of the Adventurers as had thus forsaken and
deserted them, might be brought to some order and" their
obligations to the Pilgrims met.
"But he came in a very bad time," Governor Bradford wrote, "for the State was full of trouble and the
plague very hot in London,

Standish remained in

the city for several months, frustrated by conditions
which made business nearly impossible for "there died such
multitudes weekly of the Plague as all trade was dead, and
little money stirring."

In fact, over 40,000 perished

that year in London and Westrninister alone, including
"many friends and relatives of the Pilgrims. 1138

Those

with means fled and even Sherley spent less than one day a
week in the city.

Yet even at this grim moment Hatherly

was available to Standish in London "subscribing a small
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sum in addition to the already large amount invested by
him" at the urgent solicitation of Standish. 39
The Undertakers
While in London, Standish, Hatherly and several
others considered the matter of future relations between
planters and adventurers.

It was clear to all that the

company was falling apart and this select group debated
purchasing the shares of those abandoning the enterprise.
"Therefore," Charles M. Andrews wrote, "when the next year
the Pilgrims, who had fully made up their minds to buy out
their London partners, sent over Isaac Allerton to complete the transaction, he found the way in a measure
prepared. 1140

Hatherly had undoubtedly broached the sub-

ject with Bradford and his council as early as 1623 when
the Pilgrims successfully terminated the "common course"
in response to the adventurers' failure to provision them.
In spite of Hatherly's groundwork at New Plymouth
and London, however, the negotiations with Allerton were
intricate and laborious.

The latter bargained with the

adventurers in 1626 with "much ado and no small problem"
from 26 October

to 15 November; and it was only through

the assistance of Hatherly and other "faithful friends"
that a settlement was reached with the forty-two remaining
investors. 41 The agreement of 15 November 1626 called for
the adventurers to sell their "shares, goods, lands,
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burthens already upon them, and all things in an uncertain
condition amongst them. 1143

Bradford now faced the diffi-

cult task of deciding who would participate in the disposition of company assets and debts, and, in a move praised
by Hatherly and his associates, he wisely chose to include
all adult males (except servants) be they Separatists or
strangers.

This policy of including non-Separatists and

even "untoward persons" appears to be a liberal, "democratical" move on the Governor's part.

In fact,

pragmatism dictated such a course as Bradford related:
First, they considered that they had need
and strength both for defense and carrying on
businesses. Secondly, most of them had borne
parts in former miseries and wants with them,

of men
of
their
and
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therefore in some sort but equal to partake in a
better condition if the Lord be pleased to give it.
But chiefly they saw not how peace would be preserved
without so doing, but danger and great disturbance
might grow to their great hurt and prejudice
otherwise. 44
They now faced the task of paying off their
eighteen-hundred pound debt to the merchant adventurers,
and another six hundred pounds to various creditors of the
company.

"This was a very heavy sum for the poor colony

to carry," Andrews wrote, "and the way the difficulty was
met shows considerable ingenuity. 1145

Bradford, Hatherly

and the others sought a solution which would do two
things:

satisfy the adventurers and enable more of their

Leyden friends to join them.

(The Separatists never lost

sight of the purpose of their enterprise and their determination to persevere against all odds was strengthened by
the powerful vision of a Puritan commonwealth in the New
England wilderness.)

The Governor and seven of the chief

planters formed a holding company to monopolize the trade
of the colony for six years.

They were joined in 1627 by

four of their "special friends" among the adventurers:
Timothy Hatherly, James Sherley, Richard Andrews and John
Beauchamp. 46 These eight planters and four London associates were collectively known as the Undertakers and they
intended to use the returns on Pilgrim trade to pay off
their debts and to secure necessary English commodities.
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In addition (and this was kept quite secret), they would
fund the immigration of the rest of their Leyden
brethren.

The latter was a potentially explosive issue

and the Undertakers hid the fact from the "generality. 1147
These men assumed a serious burden for should
their venture fail, they could conceivably spend the rest
of their lives in a debtor's prison.

The linchpin of

their enterprise was the Indian fur trade, but to be
successful the planters needed the right kind of "trucking
stuff":

hatchets, knives, tools, trading cloth and other
items desired by the natives. 48 And it was essential that

the colonists receive these and other goods on better
terms for they could not afford to continue purchasing
them from passing vessels at exorbitant rates.

It was the

task of Hatherly and his associates "to tap resources of
English credit to secure new working capital for the
trade. 1149

Ideally, the Plymouth Undertakers would supply

the furs, lumber and other exports (thereby cutting their
debt and securing necessary commodities), while the Undertakers in England--the so-called London Partners--obtained
credit, kept the money flowing and negotiated with the
Council of New England.

The partnership was to last six

years after which all would return to the generality.
Armed with their extensive monopoly, 50 and alarmed
at the growing number of encroachments in New England, the
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Undertakers aggressively prosecuted their fur trade by
quickly pushing their operations North, South and West of
New Plymouth.

A lucrative traffic developed along the

Kennebec River with the Abnaki (Tarrenteen) Indians.

A

strategically located post was erected at Aptuxcet, twenty
miles to the south of the Pilgrim colony, where a pinnace
was kept and used to explore the southern New England
coast as far as Long Island Sound. 51 Soon, other trading
houses were established along the Connecticut and
Penobscot rivers.

Within a short period the Undertakers'

activities spanned the length and width of New England
bringing the Pilgrims into contact with diverse cultures,
environments and dangers.
With the Undertakers' agreement, Hatherly's life
was tangibly bound to the fate of the Pilgrim colony and
he must have been overjoyed when an unexpected boon befell
them shortly after the pact's ratification in the summer
of 1627.

Governor Bradford received a distinguished guest

in October of that year from the recently settled Dutch
colony at New Amsterdam.

Isaak de Rasieres was, we have

seen, the chief trading agent for the West India Company
and secretary to the director of New Netherland.

He came

on Bradford's invitation and brought some valuable trading
items including a chest of white sugar.

The Pilgrims

purchased these with tobacco and so initiated a mutually
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prosperous trade lasting "for some years until destroyed
by competition from Virginia tobacco planters. 1152

But

de Rasieres also brought something far more precious than
sugar and linens:

he carried "sewan" or "wampum."

These

brightly colored shells were polished and strung together
as "wampumpeag" ("white strings of money"), and worn by
Indians as belts and necklaces.

Wampum was coveted by

natives throughout New England as both decorative ornamentation and as a solid medium of exchange.

The Narra-

gansett and Pequot tribes were the sole producers of
wampumpeag and the contemporary William Wood said the
"northern, eastern, and western Indians fetch all their
coin from these southern mintmasters. 1153
De Rasieres was fond of order and admired the
Undertakers' success in controlling their fur trade.

He

viewed with alarm, however, their explorations along the
southern New England coast and hoped to forestall their
discovery of the source of wampum among the natives of
Narragansett Bay.

In a stratagem which backfired

miserably, de Rasieres sold "fifty fathoms of sewan" to
the skeptical Pilgrims, with the intention that they
would--upon realizing its worth--henceforth buy the shells
from the Dutch rather than seeking out their own
sources. 54
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The Pilgrims purchased the shells and, after a
slow start, saw it catch on with the inland tribes so that
"afterwards they could scarce ever get enough for them,
for many years together. 1155 As the worth of wampum became
apparent, it revolutionized the economy of New Plymouth,
expanded markets and facilitated the flow of capital.

For

Hatherly and the other London Partners, the discovery of
sewan was a godsend enabling them to whittle away their
debt while also increasing their ability to secure lines
of credit.

To de Rasieres's lasting chagrin, the Pilgrims

found other sources for wampum, thus permitting them to
"cut off" the fur trade from coastal fishermen, straggling
planters and the Dutch.

He unwittingly provided them with

the very thing he sought to prevent and the Pilgrims
"quickly rose to first place in the fur trade of New
England. 1156
The London Partners' fidelity to their associates
in America was demonstrated in 1629 when Hatherly and his
colleagues (implementing the secret clause in the Undertakers' agreement), financed the costly immigration of two
groups of Leyden Separatists.

In addition, houses were

assigned, grounds prepared and the arrivals provisioned
out of the public stores for eighteen months.

The trans-

portation of the Separatists cost the Undertakers over
five hundred pounds and their subsistence at the colony's
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charge was nearly as much.

Bradford praised the

Undertakers' commitment, considering it:
. . . a rare example herein of brotherly love and
Christian care in performing their promises and covenants to their brethren, to, and in a sort beyond
ltheir power; that they should venture so desperately
to engage themselves to accomplish this thing and bear
it so cheerfully. For they never demanded, much less
had any repayment of all these great sums thus
.
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d 1sperse.
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CHAPTER III
A MISPLACED TRUST
Hatherly, Allerton and Sherley
As a London Partner, Timothy Hatherly was an
integral part of the transatlantic association responsible
not only for liquidating the Pilgrim debt, but for transporting the remaining Leyden emigrants and securing a
proper charter for New Plymouth as well.

It was apparent,

by 1628, that if the Undertakers were to make the most of
their six-year monopoly over the colony's economy, they
had to both aggressively prosecute the New England fur
trade and forestall encroachments upon that traffic. 1
This demanded a symbiosis of planters and financiers where
those in America pursued the former while Hatherly and his
colleagues in England procured patents to prevent the
latter.

With their most lucrative business on the

Kennebec River--outside the Peirce patent of 1621--it was
essential that the Undertakers establish a legal claim to
the region, one with definite boundaries backed by the
force of English law.

(They needed as much for the colony

itself, in fact, for the Peirce patent left the Pilgrims
vulnerable to interlopers.)

But charters were difficult

to obtain and it was not easy to be heard by those in high
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places.

Hence the importance, for the planters who lacked

the requisite prestige, of a good relationship with their
London colleagues; Hatherly, Sherley, Andrews and Beauchamp enjoyed, the Pilgrims knew, greater access to
influential personages (and money) than did they in the
wilderness.
The task of keeping the London Partners and
Plymouth Undertakers apprised of each other's instructions
fell to the venerable Isaac Allerton. 2

Both groups,

separated by thousands of miles of ocean, came to depend
inordinately upon the Pilgrim agent's fidelity.

This

proved a costly and misplaced trust for within three years
of his commission the Undertakers' debt rose nearly twelve
times, notwithstanding their considerable exertions to
reduce the score.

Bradford also grew disillusioned with

the London Partners, particularly Sherley and Hatherly,
holding them culpable with Allerton for the disastrous
state of the Pilgrim finances.

The Governor made it clear

in his history that the latter could never have done the
damage he did without the complicity and support of the
former.

This is perhaps the most controversial episode of

Hatherly's long association with Plymouth Colony and it
tarnished his reputation in Bradford's eyes.

While

Hatherly eschewed most of the clandestine deals of Allerton and Sherley, we shall see that he too kept secrets
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from his friends in New England.

By trusting Allerton and

endorsing his risky enterprises, Hatherly unwittingly
helped ravage the colony's funds.

The extent of his

culpability is a moot point but it is clear that he too
suffered greatly at the hands of the Pilgrim agent.
The Undertakers soon had reason to suspect their
factor's service. 3

In spite of Allerton's dubious perfor-

mance, however, he was retained as liaison in 1629 partly
because of the "good acceptation" he found with Sherley
and Hatherly. 4

The planters later bitterly regretted his

retention, for during the next two years Allerton solidified a damaging clandestine relationship with the London
Partners at their expense.

Ensconced in his strategic

position and virtually commuting across the ocean, Allerton was privy to affairs in both Englands and exploited
this advantage by playing upon the anxieties and hopes of
his associates.

He insidiously misrepresented the Under-

takers' ability to pay off their debt and convinced
Hatherly and Sherley to trust his business savvy over the
desires of the colonists.

And who, after all, was better

qualified to detect commercial openings in New England?
Allerton's prodigious travels--transatlantic and coastal-kept him unusually well-informed of mercantile possibilities; he assured the London Partners that by following his
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advice they might both reduce the colony's debt and make a
profit in the bargain.
The advent of the great Puritan migration made
more pressing the need to secure a proper charter for
Plymouth Colony.

Allerton was again dispatched to England

to work with Hatherly and company in obtaining a new grant
from the Council of New England.

He was successful and

the so-called Warwick Patent not only defined for the
first time the colony's borders but also expanded the
faulty Kennebec patent of 1628. 5

But to the frustration

of the Undertakers, Allerton returned without the Great
Seal for the charter, upon which the colony's authority
"to make and execute laws" ultimately rested.
This and other bad news was revealed in a lengthy
letter Allerton brought from Sherley and Hatherly. 6

It

praised the Pilgrim agent's efforts--Sherley said he would
not have done as much for a thousand pounds--and outlined
the problems he encountered in the royal bureaucracy.
Bradford was furious to learn the only apparent obstacle
to their possessing the Great Seal was an unsolicited
demand by Sherley and Allerton that the colony be custom
free for a certain number of years. 7

With his signature,

Hatherly tacitly endorsed this petition for customs
exemption which had, after all, already been granted with
several charters including the Massachusetts Bay's.
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Neither the London Partners' imprimatur nor their argument
that it would expedite liquidation of the Pilgrim debt
succeeded in swaying the Lord Treasurer, however, and the
petition was referred to the Council Table where it
eventually expired.
As far as Bradford was concerned the demand for
customs privileges (which was bound to the otherwise
acceptable Warwick Patent), resulted in the charter's
failure to pass the seals. 8

The planters' disappointment

was not assuaged when Hatherly and Sherley assured them
that, with the continued efforts of their agent, all would
be well.

They entreated the incredulous Undertakers to

spare Allerton "one year more to finish this great and
weighty business" which might benefit the Pilgrims "for
many generations to come."

(In fact, the colony never

received royal authorization and was absorbed by the
Massachusetts Bay in 1692.) 9
Governor Bradford deeply resented his associates'
failure to secure a proper charter for the colony, particularly since five hundred pounds was spent on the
effort.

He challenged, in his history, Sherley and

Hatherly's claim that it was necessary for Allerton to
return to complete the business:
But in truth, • • . the main reason was Mr. Allerton's
policy to have an opportunity to be sent over again
for other regards, and for that end procured them thus
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to write. For it might then well enough have been
finished, if not with that clause about the customs,
which was
. not at all thought on by the colony
10
here • • .
Nor was this the only disturbing news in the
Sherley-Hatherly letter.

Just as the planters secured a

decent charter for their Kennebec trade (the seals issue
aside), they learned the London Partners had opened a
major trading house near the Penobscot River--just fifty
miles from their Kennebec post.

Sherley and Hatherly

urged their associates at Plymouth to join them in the
venture but made clear they were prepared to go it alone:
I am to acquaint you that we have thought good to
join with one Edward Ashley (a man I think that some
of you know) • • . And to that end have furnished him
with large provisions, etc. Now if you please to be
partners with us in this, we are willing you
shall. .
Now it is not known that you are partners
with him but only we four, Mr. Andrews, Mr. Beauchamp,
myself and Mr. Hatherly, who desired to have the
Patent in consideration of our great loss we have
already sustained in setting the first Plantation
there. So we agreed together to take it on our
names.
James Sherley
Timothy Hatherly 11
Bristol, March 19, 1629
Bradford regarded this as yet "another business
contrived by Mr. Allerton and them there, without any
12
knowledge of the partners" at Plymouth.
The revelation
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left the Undertakers questioning their covenant with the
London Partners; they resented being left in the dark on
such an important development and deplored the fact that,
unless they joined with Hatherly and company, they faced a
formidable rival for the fur trade--and from their
colleagues no less!

Nor were they pleased with the London

Partners' choice to head the operation.

Some of the

Undertakers did indeed know Ashley and remembered him as
"a very profane young man" who had lived naked among the
Indians.

While no one questioned his ability to manage

the business, the thought of supporting the wild Ashley in
his isolated post was repugnant to their Puritan consciences.

Yet they were equally loathe to offend Sherley

and Hatherly (much less compete against them).

Thus, to

prevent a worse mischief, the Undertakers reluctantly
joined the London Partners in support of the Penobscot
trading station.
Pilgrim misgivings about the Penobscot venture
were soon realized when Ashley beseeched them--first by
letter, then in person--to provide him with various
trucking supplies for which he never bothered to pay.
Even worse, as the year progressed it became apparent that
Hatherly and his colleagues kept Ashley well stocked while
the planters were forced to supply themselves from passing
vessels.

Bradford and company complained to the London
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Partners but found them in no mood to listen.

When the

latter considered the amount of furs Ashley provided along
with Allerton's extolling of him, the Undertakers'
grievances were viewed as so much carping.

Sherley and

Hatherly made no amends nor did they apologiz for provisioning the Penobscot operation at the expense of New
Plymouth.

They even upbraided the planters for not doing

enough for the most promising operation in New England-particularly since time was running out on their
monopoly.

The Undertakers' appeal to the London Partners

was a fiasco:

not only were their complaints against

Ashley unsatisfied, they were even forced to buy him a
bark and to supply it with a master and crew. 13
For Hatherly's associates in America all this was
bad enough, but the real damage to their finances was yet
to come for Allerton still influenced the London Partners
(notwithstanding their own suspicions of him after 1629).
Convinced that the Undertakers lacked the wherewithal to
meet their obligations, Hatherly and the others grew
restive and were susceptible to Allerton's schemes.

In

their defense it might be recalled that they had, by 1630,
devoted many years and sizeable sums to the Separatist
enterprise, often in the face of vituperative opposition.
Their losses, in addition, were accentuated by gloomy
developments at home and abroad. 14 They took seriously
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Allerton's caveat that if they were to recoup their
investments and liquidate the colony's debt, it was
essential to seize specific opportunities as they
appeared.
The Friendship and the White Angel
Such an opportunity soon arose for Hatherly and
his colleagues, and from an unexpected quarter.

Shortly

after the fishing season in 1630, Edward Winslow happened
upon Allerton at a fishing stage along the Maine coast
where the latter was about to make a thirty-pound profit
from a sale of some salt.

Winslow persuaded him to forgo

the transaction in favor of a more profitable alternative:

he proposed the Undertakers keep it housed where it

was, to be collected in the spring by a chartered Devonshire fishing ship which, he explained, would both fish
for the colony and bring needed commodities in the space
normally allotted for salt.

Thus "they might have a full

supply of goods without paying freight," an enthusiastic
Winslow asserted.

Allerton liked the idea (as did

Hatherly and Sherley when they heard about it).

At

Plymouth, it was approved by everyone except the Governor
"who had no mind to it, seeing they had always lost by
fishing."

Because of the earnestness of the majority,

however, Bradford reluctantly acquiesced and referred the
matter to Hatherly and company "to allow or disallow it."
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He made it clear, though, that under no circumstances were
the London Partners to dispatch any vessel unless it be
freighted with trading goods for their plantation. 15
After once again assuring his colleagues of better
service and strict adherence to orders, Allerton sailed
for England in the autumn of 1630.

He carried these

instructions and "large letters" from the Undertakers,
including the aforementioned complaints against Ashley.
Just as the London Partners ignored the latter, however,
so too did they and Allerton violate the planters'
explicit directive regarding the freighting of a fishing
ship for the colony.

Bradford relates, in his history,

how Hatherly and company enthusiastically adopted
Winslow's idea, but for their private gain:
• . . it was propounded by some of them, why might not
they do it themselves, seeing they must disburse all
the money; and what need they have any reference to
the Plantation in it? They might take the profit
themselves, towards other losses, and need not let the
Plantation share therein. And if their ends were
otherwise answered, for their supplies to come to them
in time, it would be well enough. 16
At New Plymouth, meanwhile, months passed without
supply or word from England.

The planters grew

increasingly anxious as to the whereabouts of the vessel
they had so long expected and been at charge to maintain a
stage for.

Then, in the spring of 1631, they learned of a
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supply ship sent to Ashley "at which they something
marveled." particularly since she carried no letters from
Hatherly, Sherley or Allerton explaining what was going
on.

There were disturbing rumors as well, of a ship

forced back to England after weeks at sea and, even worse,
reports that Allerton had purchased another vessel to be
used for bass fishing. 17
All this, Bradford lamented, "did much trouble

. . .

and half astonish them."

Completely in the dark and

fearing the worst, the Undertakers prepared to send
Winslow to England, "being very jealous of these things
and Mr. Allerton's courses."

His trip was postponed,

however, when Hatherly arrived at Boston on a ship
dispatched by the London Partners.

Certain that this was

their long-awaited supply, Bradford and company sent
representatives to secure the goods and clear up the
mysterious rumors.
The Friendship--the same vessel which had limped
back to port after eleven weeks beating at sea--sailed
into Massachusetts Bay on 14 July 1631 after a two-month
voyage. 18 Hatherly, who was on his second intelligence
mission to New England on behalf of the London Partners,
had not intended to sail on this ship.

He originally

planned to accompany Allerton on the White Angel (Allerton's bass fishing boat), to keep a close watch on the now
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suspect agent.

19

Just before their departure from

Bristol, however, a messenger arrived in the dead of night
with the dismal news of the Friendship's aborted voyage. 20
Suddenly, they were confronted with a drastic and costly
change of plans.

(And with this failure, the London

Partners disowned Winslow's idea, the very plan they had
so eagerly adopted for themselves when profit seemed
likely.

They now conveniently--and disingenuously--said

they were merely following the Undertakers' instructions
in sending the fishing ship, and thus absolved themselves
of any responsibility.)

As for the White Angel, Allerton

considered it out of the question to delay its departure,
"lying at his rates and now ready to set sail"; he
entreated Hatherly to stay, that he might discharge the
Friendship of her fishing crew (the season now being
lost), and instead freight the vessel with goods ordered
by the Bay Colony.

Hatherly reluctantly acquiesced and

immediately left for Barnstaple where he dispensed the
remaining cargo, took orders for new goods and supervised
the loading of the ship. 21 By mid-May, the Friendship was
ready to sail and, with Hatherly aboard, once again made
for New England.
Shortly after his arrival at Boston, Hatherly met
with the Undertakers' representatives in what must have
been a depressing and tense encounter.

They learned the
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rumors were true; their fishing ship had been so long at
sea that her provisions were either exhausted or spoiled
and the voyage ruined.

The Friendship was now freighted

for the plantation at Massachusetts Bay, Hatherly informed
his dejected associates, and all he could offer them was a
paltry cargo of rugs and a couple casks of metheglin.
(And even that proved overly sanguine, Bradford recalled,
for when the hogsheads were opened at Plymouth they found
only six gallons of the savory beverage left, the rest
"being drunk up under the name of leakage and so lost. 11 ) 22
With Allerton and the White Angel still off the Maine
coast, the Undertakers found Hatherly "something reserved
and troubled in himself • • • not knowing how to dispose
of the goods till he carne. 1123 Thus informed, the representatives returned to Plymouth with their meager goods
and a letter Hatherly brought from Sherley.
Sherley's letter further perplexed the planters
when read at Plymouth. 24 It opened with a brief allusion
to the London Partners' purchase of the White Angel and
their dispatching of the Friendship.

Accordingly, they

had "disbursed a great deal of money," Sherley wrote,
which was charged to the general account.

He explained

how the White Angel would serve in a dual capacity as
bass-fishing boat and trading vessel.

To aid the Pilgrim

agent, Sherley continued, "we have entreated your and our
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loving friend Mr. Hatherley to go over with him, knowing
he will be a comfort to Mr. Allerton, a joy to you to see
a careful and loving friend, and a great stay to the
business."

Then there was a mysterious reference to

Hatherly and Allerton:

"That if it should please God the

one should fail (as God forbid} yet the other would keep
both reckonings and things upright."

Did this mean the

London Partners no longer trusted Allerton?

He explained

how they had not been overly concerned when their losses
totalled four and five hundred pounds apiece, but now they
were out as much as fifteen hundred pounds each, "Which
makes us both write and send over our friend
Mr. Hatherly," whom they expected to be kindly entertained.

The heart of the letter revealed the true purpose

of Hatherly's visit:
The main end of sending him is to see the state
and account of all the business, of all which we pray
you inform fully, though the ship and business wait
for it and him. For we should take it very unkindly
that we should entreat him to take such a journey, and
that when it pleaseth God he returns he could not give
us content and satisfaction in this particular through
default of any of you. 25
Sherley's letter explained Hatherly's reticence at
Boston.

(In fact, their associate had ample reason to be

"troubled in himself" for he knew that if his doubts about
Allerton's fidelity proved true, the Undertakers and
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London Partners alike were in deep trouble.)

Back at

Plymouth, Winslow was dispatched to London to carry out
his previous instructions while the distraught planters
were left "amidst all their doubts" to await the arrival
of Hatherly and Allerton.

Bradford was indignant at the

turn of events:
It needs not be thought strange that these things
should amaze and trouble them; first that this fishing
ship should be set out and fraught with other men's
goods, and scarce any of theirs, seeing their main end
was • • • to bring them a full supply, and their
special order not to set out any except this was
done. And now a ship to come on their account, .
contrary to their both end and order, was a mystery
they could not understand. And so much the worse,
seeing she had such ill success as to lose both her
voyage and provisions. The second thing, that another
ship should be bought and sent out on new designs, a
thing not so much as once thought on by any here,
. . . Neither could they imagine why this should be •
• as a vain
Bass fishing was . . • looked at
thing, that would certainly turn to loss. And for
Mr. Allerton to follow any trade for them, it was
never in their thoughts. And thirdly, that their
friends should complain of disbursements and yet run
into such great things, . . • not only without but
against all order and advice, was to them very
strange. 26
Allerton arrived at Boston on 22 July and spent
the next week with Hatherly clearing up the business of
dispensing the Friendship's goods.

Both men left for
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Plymouth on 30 July, but even this brief voyage was not
without incident for as the White Angel entered Plymouth
Bay she ran aground on Gurnet's Nose. 27 Once at Plymouth,
Hatherly and Allerton endeavored to assure their depressed
colleagues that the situation was not as bad as it
seemed.

In contradiction to Sherley's letter, Allerton

said the "White Angel did not belong to them nor their
account, neither need they have anything to do with her,
except they would."

Hatherly confirmed this and related

how his associates tried to enlist him in the purchase but
to no avail.

On behalf of his London colleagues, however,

he appealed to the Undertakers' scrupulousness and asked
them to accept the vessel on their account seeing as their
.
28 Hatherly then
agent h a d putt h em on t h e proJect.
attempted to assuage their anxieties about the Friendship.

Yes, he admitted, the London Partners had purchased

and outfitted the ship {pursuant to the colony's request),
at a cost of about six hundred pounds.

While it was true

her initial voyage proved a costly failure and had to be
put on the planters' account, the loss was mitigated, he
explained, by the sale of most of her cargo in England.
This money was then used to finance the second voyage and
more funds would be recouped, in addition, from the dispensation of nearly four hundred pounds worth of goods and
equipment which Allerton needed for his bass fishing.

{He
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implied it would be paid by those who had bought the White
Angel. 29

Regarding the vessel's second crossing (which

had so exasperated planters), Hatherly said it reaped a
profit thanks to the sale of its freight and some cattle
he brought over.

At any rate, he assured, "they should

not have this put on their account at all, unless they
would."

In short, Hatherly asserted, the Undertakers

might be absolved of the entire matter if they would but
pay the remaining two hundred pounds due from the Friendship's aborted voyage. 30
Hatherly's explanations soothed the Undertakers
and persuaded them to follow his advice.

They demanded to

know, however, "how he could make this good if they should
agree thereunto."

His answer reveals the depth of the

London Partners' distrust of Allerton and the confidence
they placed in Hatherly's judgment and honesty.

Bradford

recalled:
He told them he was sent over as their agent and had
this order from them, that whatsoever he and
Mr. Allerton did together, they would stand to it, but
they would not allow of what Mr. Allerton did alone,
except they liked it; but if he did it alone they
.
' t. 31
wou ld not gainsay
i
The Undertakers got the agreement in writing and,
thus assured, turned over the rest of their goods to
Hatherly and Allerton.

As the latter left, Allerton (who

evidently kept a low profile during the tense meeting in
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which Hatherly accounted for all that had transpired), was
swnmoned before the Governor and his council.

The

tarnished agent was rebuked "very much for running into
these course" which were deemed highly risky by the
planters.
Bitter Revelation
With the conclusion of these matters, Allerton and
Hatherly parted company to pursue their individual business.

Allerton left on the White Angel for his dubious

bass fishing venture while Hatherly remained at Plymouth
to begin his investigation of the colony's finances.

He

was prepared for an assiduous and methodical probe of the
Undertakers' accounts, records and stock, as well as the
interrogation of his New England associates.

He found the

latter very cooperative and was apprised ''plainly and
thoroughly" to his satisfaction.

When he completed his

examination of the plantation, Hatherly requested a boat
for an inspection tour of the trading houses at Kennebec
and Penobscot.

The Undertakers obliged, providing him

with a shallop, crew and provisions sufficient for the
eastward trek. 32
Hatherly's visit to the Pilgrim post at Cushenoc
was also a cordial affair (he would later play a prominent
role in the establishment of a government at Kennebec).
Hatherly presumably met with the Undertakers' able factor,
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John Howland, who showed him the books and general state
of affairs at the trading station.

Hatherly probably

listened to complaints about Ashley's operation as well,
and bow it interfered with business at the Kennebec.

And

Howland likely confirmed disturbing rumors of IndianEnglish tensions in the region--an enmity soon to erupt in
bloodshed. 33 Hatherly then left for the trading station
at Penobscot Bay, his suspicions of Allerton heightened by
what he had found at Plymouth and Cushenoc.

By the time

he reached Ashley's station at Castine--the post he had
been so influential in obtaining Pilgrim support for--he
was in a critical mood.
Ashley was in deep trouble.

Bradford relates how

he "was taken in a trap, before Mr. Hatherley returned,
for trading powder and shot with the Indians"; this was a
brazen violation of Charles I's recent promulgation and,
in light of recent developments with the Abnaki, a serious
crime indeed. 34 In addition, Hatherly discovered their
factor had "committed uncleanness with Indian women,"
which only increased the ire of the future Puritan magistrate.

Officials from the Council of New England were

apparently present during Hatherly's inspection, for
Ashley "was seized upon by some in authority," who also
tried to confiscate over a thousand pounds of beaver pelts
from the trading post.

(Hatherly prevented the latter by
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guarding the furs until Bradford could produce a fivehundred-pound bond in Ashley's name which specifically
forbade him from trading in munitions with the natives.)
He made no effort to intervene on Ashley's behalf, however, and his erstwhile agent was shipped back to England
for "imprisonment in the Fleet. 1135
Hatherly then returned to Plymouth with the
results of his investigation.

He must have felt terrible

for he:
. saw plainly that Mr. Allerton played his own
game and ran a course not only to the great wrong and
detriment of the Plantation who employed and trusted
him, but abused them in England also in possessing
them with prejudice against the Plantation • . . 36
Indeed, Hatherly realized he stood to lose heavily in all
that had taken place for, thanks to Allerton, he was
deeply involved.

Bradford recalled the London Partner's

consternation:
Yea, he found that Mr. Allerton had got within him,
and got all the goods into his own hands, for which
Mr. Hatherly stood jointly engaged to them here, about
the ship Friendship, as also most of the freight
money, besides some of his own particular estate

..

. 37
Now that his fears were realized, Hatherly

divulged other details about Allerton's activities, of how
he purchased the White Angel because she was well armed
and known to have won an engagement at sea.

Hatherly said
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their agent convinced the London Partners (with the
exception of himself) to join him in an ambitious plan:
"that after she had brought a freight of goods here into
the country, and fraught herself with fish, she should go
from hence to Port of Porte, and there be sold, both ship,
goods and ordnance."

38

This scheme failed, however, for

about this time Allerton returned from his bass fishing
(which had been a fiasco thanks to the tardiness of his
start and the drunkenness of his crew).

Bradford said the

latter were so bad, in fact, that neither Allerton nor
anyone else could command them "as Mr. Hatherly to his
great grief and shame" witnessed. 39
With his mission completed, Hatherly left for
England to report to his colleagues.

He sailed on the

White Angel on 6 September 1631 with a sizeable cargo of
furs, for which he was grateful, along with letters from
the Undertakers asserting how he and Allerton had relinquished them of any responsibility for the purchase of the
two vessels. 40 Allerton, now thoroughly discredited, was
at last fired as Pilgrim agent but the extent of his
damage would take years to assess.

His replacement,

Winslow, was already in London attempting to make sense of
the financial situation and was overwhelmed by the state
of confusion he found.

And he met with stiff resistance
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when he attempted to ratify the agreement made between
Hatherly and the colonists.
This was another controversial episode in
Hatherly's career with the Pilgrims and the source of many
hard feelings and mutual recrimination.

In a letter of

16 November 1631, Winslow revealed the terrible news.
Mr. Sherley, Mr. Beauchamp, and Mr. Andrews, they
renounce all particulars, protesting but for us they
would never have adventured one penny into those
parts; Mr. Hatherly stands inclinable to either. And
whereas you write that he and Mr. Allerton have taken
the White Angel upon them, for their partners here,
they profess they neither gave any such order, nor
will make it good. If themselves will clear the
account . • . all shall be well; what the event of
these things will be, I know not. 41
And there was more.

Winslow reported how Allerton's

commission (which Bradford tried to rescind as early as
1629), was held by the London Partners who refused to give
it up, it "being the ground of our agents' [sic] credit to
procure such great sums." 42
The controversy over the Friendship and White
Angel dragged on for years and was never satisfactorily
resolved.

Sherley referred to the promises Hatherly made

at Plymouth in a letter of 19 November 1631, and confirmed
Winslow's report that he absolved the London Partners of
any responsibility:
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What Mr. Hatherley and Mr. Allerton have done, no
doubt but themselves will make good. We gave them no
order to make any composition, to separate you and us
in this or any other. And I think you have no cause
to forsake us, for we put you upon no new thing, but
what your agent persuaded us to, and you by your
letters desired. If he exceed your order, I hope you
will not blame us, much less cast us off, when our
moneys be laid out, etc. 43
The matter was eventually brought before Governor
Winthrop at Boston where Hatherly, Allerton and Winslow
44
testified in 1639.
For Hatherly, the controversy proved
as vexing as it was costly and convinced him to wash his
hands of any further dealings with the Undertakers or
London Partners.

Bradford summed it up in his history:

They were too short in resting on Mr. Hatherley's
honest word, for his order to discharge them from the
Friendship's account.
which they never doubted
of, seeing he affirmed he had power; and they both
knew his honesty, and that he was specially employed
for their agent at this time. And he was as short in
resting on a verbal order from them, which was now
denied when it came to a particular of loss; but he
still affirmed the same. But they were both now
taught how to deal in the world, especially with
merchants, in such cases. But in the end (the losses
fell upon the plantation) also, for Mr. Allerton had
got all into his own hand, and Mr. Hatherley was not
able to pay it, except they would have utterly undone
. • • • 45
h im
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As the Undertakers unraveled Allerton's accounts,
in layers as it were, the full dimensions of his damage
became apparent.

His records were "so large and intri-

cate" that it took over three years to begin to understand
them, and even then only imperfectly.

In 1628 the Pilgrim

debt totalled but four hundred pounds; when Sherley presented them with a bill in 1631, Bradford and company were
flabbergasted to learn it had risen to 4,770£.19s 2d, this
in addition to a remaining thousand pounds for the purchase of the colony!

They found a host of dubious and

false dealings on the part of their agent, often in association with Sherley. 46 And Bradford resented Hatherly
and Sherley's omission, in their letter of 19 March 1629,
of two crucial lines regarding the state of Pilgrim
finances.

Only later was it revealed how they gave in, at

Bristol, to the "begging" Allerton to scratch out the
exact figure and instead insert a vague cautionary about
how the debts needed looking into.

"And thus were they

kept hoodwincked," an indignant Bradford wrote, "till now
they were so deeply engaged." 47
By 1632, the year he moved to New England for
good, Hatherly had had enough of the partnership with its
losses, double dealings and acrimonious recriminations.
Retrieving what funds he could from the association, he
"gave off all partnership (except in name) • • • neither
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did he meddle or take any care about the same."

He made

one final effort, however, to recoup some of his lost
moneys, as Bradford recalled:
Only he was troubled about his engagement about the
Friendship, . . • And now partly about that account in
some reckonings between Mr. Allerton and him, and some
debts that Mr. Allerton otherwise owed him upon
dealing between them in particular, he drew up an
account of above £2000 and would fain have engaged the
partners here with it, because Mr. Allerton had been
their agent. But they told him they had been fooled
long enough with such things . • • [and] told him he
must look to make good his engagement for the Friendship, which caused some trouble between Mr. Allerton
. 48
and h im.
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CHAPTER IV
HATHERLY AND SCITUATE

Beginnings
Timothy Hatherly is considered the "Father of
Scituate," a Puritan settlement within the Pilgrim patent
mid-way between Boston and Plymouth along the Massachusetts coast.

The town was incorporated in 1636--only the

second community in the Old Colony to be so organized--and
played an important part in the Pilgrim story.

Within

three years it could boast, thanks in large measure to
Hatherly, the largest population in the colony and was
even considered as an alternative to Plymouth for the seat
of government.

"In 1639," Samuel Deane wrote two hundred

years later, "this town contained more men of distinguished talents and fair fortune than it has at any period
since. 111

This made Scituate more reminiscent of certain

Bay Colony communities than a typical Pilgrim town.

The

numerous men of rank and means who first settled the area
were primarily from Kent but others, including Hatherly,
came from Devonshire or London.

While sharing the congre-

gational tenets of their predecessors at Plymouth, these
immigrants were products of very different social backgrounds as Mary L. F. Power explained:
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The name "Men of Kent" has been applied to the entire
group, implying that they were a company of the best
class of English gentlemen of their day; men of education, many of them college graduates, and of considerable fortune, who had been accustomed to such
refinements and elegancies as English life of their
period afforded.2
Will Irwin said those "gathered round Timothy
Hatherly formed the intellectual aristocracy of the
Plymouth Colony."

Indeed, this highly literate assemblage

proved an intellectual hub of Puritan New England as well
(illustrated by the fact that the first two presidents of
Harvard college were Scituate ministers). 3

These early

planters were also an efficacious group--none more so than
Hatherly--and many filled important posts in colonial
government.
Hatherly was not the first Englishman to range the
wilderness between the North River and Cohasset Harbor;
fishing fleets cruised the coast in search of cod and
trade years earlier (and in the process infected the
natives with diseases for which they had no biological
immunities).

The Mayflower Pilgrims, too, explored the

shores of Scituate soon after their arrival and noted the
best areas for settlement.

By the time Hatherly visited

the region in 1623 the area of "the four cliffs" was
already considered a likely spot for settlement and fit
nicely with his still inchoate plans for erecting an
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independent Puritan community in New England.

There was

much about the territory which Hatherly admired:

the

abundant salt marshes, land-locked harbor, excellent
estuary and extensive forests of hardwood trees.

He also

recognized the prospects for fisheries and knew the North
River was a "highway into the interior," which would
facilitate trade with the Indians and provide access to
the vast inland stands of pine and oak.

The pestilence of

1617-1619, moreover, had left the region virtually devoid
of inhabitants and, as a result, Hatherly found many acres
of cleared and cultivated land.4
Satisfied that he had found the right spot for his
planned community, Hatherly sought a private charter for
the area and apparently discussed the subject with
Governor Bradford as early as 1623.

Thus, when he

returned to England two years later, he had "some expectation" of receiving the grant and knew it would prove
extremely valuable.

A decade passed, however, before the

colony court acted upon the matter and in the meantime New
England was forever altered by the great Puritan
migration.

As the Bay Colony expanded, immigrants spilled

over the border and into the area Hatherly was trying to
secure.

To these unauthorized settlers were added

stragglers from Plymouth Colony; together they complicated
Hatherly's plans, for if his project succeeded he would
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have to make some kind of settlement with those already
there. 5
To safeguard his interests and keep him apprised
of developments during his absence, Hatherly sent his
nephew Edward Foster, a lawyer from Kent, to New England
in 1625.

He presumably encouraged others at Kent to join

Foster (in fact, one historian maintains Hatherly "started
the first American land-boom" in his efforts to sell
Scituate), and within a year several families resided in
the area.

It was not until 1633, however, that the first

lands were formally laid out by order of the court.
Hatherly's nephew was one of four men chosen at this time
to divide the valuable second cliff between them.

A few

months later the first village was erected in Scituate:

a

defensively arranged, compact cluster of homes along Kent
Street, south of Satuit Brook. 6

Hatherly's expectations

for a private charter were partially realized the same
year when the General Court ordered:
That the whole tract of land between the brook at
Scituate, on the Norwest side and Conahasset, be left
undisposed of till we know the resolucon of Mr. James
Sherley, Mr. John Beauchamp, Mr. Rich. Andrews and
Mr. Timothy Hatherly as also that porcon of land
lately made choice of by Mr. Hatherly aforesaid.
Harvey Pratt explains how the "whole tract" portion of
this grant referred to that part jointly owned by the
London Partners while the section "made choice of" by
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Hatherly was presumably that which was given to him as a
freeman in 1633. 7
Hatherly made the decision to move to New England
"for the residue of his days" one year earlier.

He was

accompanied by his wife, two nieces, some servants and his
close friend James Cudworth.
and horses.

He also brought some cattle

Governor John Winthrop noted Hatherly's

arrival at the Massachusetts Bay in his journal for June
1632 .
. . . the Charles of Barnstable [sic], with near
eighty cows and six mares, Mr. Hatherly, the merchant,
and about twenty passengers, all safe, and in health.
They set sail, viz., the William and Francis from
London, March the 9th, and the Charles from Barnstable
[sic], April 10th, and met near Cape Ann. 8
For nearly two years after his arrival on the Charles,
Hatherly lived at Plymouth (probably near Jones River)
where he joined the church with his wife and was listed as
a freeman beginning in 1633. 9
Hatherly moved to Scituate the following year,
arriving on the William which, in addition to bringing
passengers and goods for the Bay Colony, had come to set
up a fishing stage for Scituate.

Deane said he was

unmarried at the time of his arrival and had no house in
the community until 1637.

This contradicts other sources,

however, including a contemporary record by the Reverend
John Lothrop who arrived in the settlement in the fall of
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1634.

He listed Hatherly's house as one of nine on Kent

street, and designated him as one of only three gentlemen
in the settlement (as manifest by the appellation "Mr.").
Lothrop also recorded that Hatherly and his wife joined
the congregation on 11 January 1634/1635.

From this time

until his death thirty-two years later, Hatherly was the
leading citizen of Scituate. 10
Hatherly was concerned, apart from his obligations
at Scituate, with the status of the tract reserved for him
and his partners.

In 1635 a court-appointed commission

surveyed the area to determine if it was more vital for
the farms of Scituate or Plymouth.

In a setback for

Hatherly and company the committee reserved the land for
Plymouth and for the next two years Hatherly's project was
kept in limbo pending a final ruling by the court.

The

problem of encroaching planters settling on the property,
meanwhile, increased with each passing month.

Still

confident that his request would be granted, Hatherly
appealed to his colleagues at Plymouth for an expansion of
Scituate's boundaries; he sought to stern further
trespassing by providing territory in another direction
which he hoped would draw settlers away from his land
holdings. 11 Thus, at a General Court on 3 January
1636/1637, Hatherly made a case for expanding the recently
incorporated town.

The petition was well received:
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Wheras Mr Hatherley in the behalf of the Church of
Scituate informed this Court That the place • . • is
too streate for them to reside comfortably vpon and
that the lands adjacent are very Stony and not convenient to plant vpon whereby they are disabled to
receive any moore neighbours for theire more comfortable societe. It is therefore consented unto and
agreed • • . That the said Inhabitants of Scituate
shall have libertie to seek out a convenient place for
their resideing wthin the Colony • . . for theire more
comfortable subsistence at Scituate. 12
When the reserved grant of 1633 was finally
acceded to by the colony court in October of 1637,
Hatherly and his associates were allotted a tract
extending three miles north and west of the high water
mark at Satuit Brook.

The same year Hatherly built a new

home on a part of this grant, in the area known as Farm
Neck, near Musguashcut Pond.

(The remains of this house--

a hearth constructed of square English bricks--was
unearthed by a farmer in 1920). 13 The population of
Scituate, meanwhile, continued to grow faster than it
could be absorbed prompting Hatherly to make a "more
pressing application" for expansion of the town's boundaries southward.

At a Court of Assistants meeting on

1 January 1637/1638, Hatherly, Lothrop and fifteen of the
principal planters at Scituate complained they could not
subsist upon the amount of land allotted to them.
(Hatherly wanted the town's boundaries extended not only
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for its efficacy as a diversion from his holdings but also
because of the quality of the territory along the banks of
the North River.)

Impressed with this distinguished

company's request, the court issued a favorable ruling the
same day, granting them a large area in the direction of
Marshfield, between the North and South Rivers.

But there

was a proviso:
. • . that they make a towneship there . . • and that
all differences betwixt them & Mr Vassell or others of
Scituate be composed & ended before the next Court . .
. And also prouided . . . [the petitioners] erect a
ferry over the North River, . . . and make such
passages on both sides through the marshes to the
ferry . . . or else the graunt abouesaid to be
voyde. 14
Deane said these conditions were never met and the
subject of Scituate's expansion continued to be a vexing
issue for several years.

Complaints were not appeased

until 1640 when the court provided a fertile stretch two
miles in length and one mile in width skirting the North
River.

Hatherly was empowered, with Edward Foster and

Humphrey Turner, to dispose of these lands "to such psons
of Scituate as they shall thinke fitt to be supplyed. 1115
Hatherly's efforts to expand Scituate on behalf of her
citizens did not lessen their resentment of his personal
land holdings.

The ratification of the charter of 1633

left Hatherly principal partner/owner of all the land
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between Satuit Brook and Cohasset Harbor; historians have
noted how this aggravated the town's freemen and precipitated considerable unrest, particularly among those
already living upon the land.

Because the boundary line

was never precisely expressed, disputes over the locations
of individual plots continued for many years compelling
the court to reevaluate Hatherly's grant in 1649 and again
in 1652.

Fortunately for Hatherly the magistrates ruled

in his favor following the latter survey, stating they
could not "but allow and ratifie" the original charter of
1633. 16
The Conihasset Grants
The court's decision was especially gratifying to
Hatherly, who bought out the last of his partners in 1646,
thus acquiring a great part of Scituate township in his
name. 17 Any fears that may have been harbored about
Hatherly reigning over his holdings in a seigniorial
manner were soon dispelled; he promptly divided his
property into thirty shares, keeping one-fourth for himself and selling the rest to a group subsequently known as
the Conihasset Partners.

(Of these twenty-six associates,

nine were already located on the land which facilitated an
amicable adjustment with them.)

Hatherly's share con-

sisted of four hundred acres north and west of Scituate
Harbor, two hundred acres at Musquashcut Harbor (Briggs
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Harbor), and ten pounds in cash.

The divestiture of his

property was a clever move which effectively defused much
of the opposition while simultaneously enlisting the
support of many influential settlers, each with a stake in
the Conihasset territory. 18
Hatherly's so-called Conihasset grant became a
municipal entity unto itself, with the proprietors
organized into a private community; they appointed their
own officials and surveyors, maintained roads, issued land
grants and generally conducted affairs "with all the
efficiency of a corporate town."

While the area was

within the boundaries of Scituate, the townsmen had no say
in the disposal of land within the Conihasset grant.

As

Harvey Pratt put it: "in the acres between Satuit Brook
and the 'Gulph' the commoners and freemen of the town, had
no community of interest; it belonged to the 'Partners'
alone."

What so aggravated the freemen was that the

Conihasset Partners remained citizens of Scituate, with a
voice and vote in the town meeting.

As such, they had a

say in the disposition and sale of township lands, a fact
19
which was vigorously resisted by the planters.
Hatherly was concerned with the legality of the
Conihasset lands, both in the eyes of the Indians as well
as English law.

In 1637, following the court's ratifi-

cation of his grant, he met with the chief of the
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Matakeesetts, Josias Wampatuck, to discuss the "fair
purchase" of their title to the land at Scituate.
Hatherly evidently negotiated a deed of sale with the
sachem at this time, as Wampatuck later testified at
Plymouth.

This deed was superseded by another in 1653

which included the "two miles" grant of 1640.

At that

time the Matakeesett chief once again came before
Plymouth's magistrates to certify Hatherly's legal
purchase:
Plymouth June 1653.
I Josias Wampatuck do acknowledge and confess that
I have sold two tracts of land unto Mr Timothy
Hatherly, Mr James Cudworth, Mr Joseph Tilden, Humphry
Turner, William Hatch, John Hoar and James Torrey, for
the proper use and behoof of the inhabitants of the
Town of Scituate . • • I do acknowledge to have
received . . . fourteen pounds in full satisfaction,
in behalf of the inhabitants of the Town of Scituate.
20

While Hatherly also considered it important that
the government of Plymouth recognize the legitimacy of the
Conihasset grant--he discussed, in an entry in the colony
records for 6 February 1648/1649, how he was "lawfully
possessed" of the land purchased from Governor Bradford
and associates--he was more concerned with the approbation
of authorities in England.

Pratt explained how the pro-

prietors claimed an impressive right of ownership:
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Their muniment of title was only thrice removed in a
direct line, through the Council for New England, the
London Adventurers and Hatherly, from the royal patent
of King James himself, and they recognized no fealty
to the colony court so far as this land tenure was
concerned. 21
The independence of the proprietors was evident in
1652 when a petition was submitted to the court regarding
disputes over the lands sold by Hatherly at Conihasset.
Hatherly was ordered to inform the relevant parties to
either reach an equitable division of the lands or appear
before the magistrates to explain their failure to do so.
Pratt said the partners paid "no attention whatever" to
this injunction.

The proprietors were instructed the

following year to furnish the court with all the records
of their land "soe theire may bee an end of these controversies."

Evidently smarting from the previous snub, the

magistrates ordered the Conihasset clerks to submit the
names of any recalcitrants who failed to provide their
property lines to be recorded.

Once again, however, they

ignored the demand and refused to let the court judge the
22
. d'ivisions.
. .
equi' tyo f t h eir
As both the leading citizen of Scituate and purveyor of the Conihasset lands, Hatherly was embroiled in
disputes with planters as well as proprietors.

"For

twelve years after Hatherly had conveyed the Conihasset
tract to the Partners," Pratt wrote, "he kept up a
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sporadic controversy with the town over what he claimed
was the insufficiency of the acreage awarded to him as the
successor in title to the London Adventurers."

His

efforts finally paid off for the court, in an effort to
end the acrimonious situation, awarded him another parcel
of land as indemnity for his trouble and with which he
might appease disgruntled proprietors.

On 6 June 1654,

the court ruled:
In regard of sundry contentions and intanglements
betwixt Mr Hatherly and some of the inhabitants of the
towne of Scituate, the Court doth graunt vnto
Mr Hatherly, for to satisfy the pteners att Conahassett, a certaine competencye of land out of the
bounds of any pticulare township on the westerly side
of the towne of Scituate aforsaid. 23
Two years later the "westerly side" of Scituate's
boundary with the above tract was still unresolved,
prompting a caveat from the court that the planters get on
with the task lest the magistrates mark the bounds to
their detriment.

Hatherly's grant was finally described

at a General Court on 3 July 1656 when he was provided
with an additional three square miles south of Accord
Pona. 24 There was apparently a reluctance to follow
through with this concession, however, for it was not
until 1659 that a commission was designated to lay out the
tract--and even then, the delegates failed to implement
the order.

Three years later another group was appointed
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to mark off Hatherly's property but, likewise, they too
did not act.

(This was puzzling since two of the members

were Conihasset Partners and one, Joseph Tilden, was
Hatherly's step-son and beneficiary.)

The grant was

finally laid out in 1663, though it was not registered in
the colony records until 7 June 1665--eleven years after
the tract was initially allotted to Hatherly.

When he

finally obtained the long-sought grant, Hatherly divided
it into forty shares and sold twenty-seven of them to the
first twenty-seven proprietors of the Conihasset lands.
He soon repurchased ten of these, combined them with his
thirteen shares, and sold the lot for sixty-nine pounds. 25
It is clear that Hatherly was the prime mover
behind the Conihasset grants, and it is equally evident
that this proprietorship had a profound impact on
Scituate.

Will Irwin summarized Hatherly's effect on the

community:
Through diplomacies which cram the colonial records,
he more than any other man extended the limits of this
new sub-colony until it included not only the present
areas of North Scituate, Scituate Harbor and Norwell,
but some of modern Pembroke, Hanover and Marshfield.
More than that: Hatherly, in his eagerness to "sell"
his town, started the first American land-boom.
Hatherly's land holdings were impressive, even before the
grants of the 50s and 60s.

In 1643 Vassall estimated his

property at eight to ten thousand acres; yet we have seen
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how Hatherly never intended to reign over his land as a
seigniory.

Rather, he was concerned with the growth and

success of the Puritan community which had been in his
mind since the early 1620s.

With his prerogative to

decide who would settle where and with his numerous dispensations of property, Hatherly had a major hand in
shaping the direction and nature of settlement at
sci' tua t e. 26
Hatherly and Scituate:

Public Service

Beyond expanding the town's borders and defending
them from the Bay Colony, 27 Hatherly contributed to the
development of Scituate in a number of important ways:

he

played a substantial role in the construction and
maintenance of highways, bridges and other public
thoroughfares; in his dual capacity as civic leader and
government official he performed many vital public
services for the town; and, as the principal citizen,
Hatherly stimulated and diversified Scituate's economy
with his various entrepreneurial endeavors.
Highways were an essential part of the colonial
town, linking dwellings for defense and society, providing
convenient ways to church and fields, and uniting settlements with one another.

Hatherly, as a resident of

Scituate from 1634, presumably assisted in the construction of the town's earliest roadways--Kent Street,
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Meeting-House Lane and The Driftway--which were established by agreement among the settlers as they laid out
their house lots.

As the town expanded more routes were

needed yet, despite magisterial pressure, nothing was done
about thi.s f or years. 28

. 1646, in fact,
It was not until

that Hatherly and his colleagues on the bench were successful in resuming road construction in the town.

That

year a group of residents once again complained to the
court about the lack of highways, after which the magistrates issued the following mandate:
. . . that a warrant shalbe directed to the constables
of Scittuate, requireing them to cause a sufficient
jury to be empanelled before Mr Timothy Hatherley, who
vpon their oathes shall lay forth all such wayes wth
as much convenyency for the genall, and as little
29
pjudice to the pticulers, as may be.
Plymouth Colony was linked to the Massachusetts
Bay by the routes known as The Country Way and the Massachusetts Path.

Both converged at Hingham where they

became the Plymouth and Bay Road, which then continued on
to Boston.

These highways assumed greater significance

following the creation of the Confederation of United
Colonies in 1643, when delegates from the four Puritan
colonies began meeting regularly in Boston.

For many

years Hatherly used the Country Way when he traveled to
the Bay Colony. 30

In 1654 the court sought Hatherly's

assistance for the laying out of another, more direct
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route from Scituate to Plymouth.

"It is not known who

Hatherly chose to act with him," Pratt wrote, "but they
soon set about the building of the 'Old Boston turnpike.'"
A horse and foot bridge was soon constructed over the
North River to join with Hatherly's highway which, upon
its completion in 1657, established the "most convenientest" way between the two Pilgrim townships. 31
During his years on the bench, Hatherly helped
adjudicate several cases involving roadways in Scituate.
George Bower was presented to the court on 6 March 1637/
1638 for not permitting a highway to run through his
property.

George Russell was twice summoned--in 1649 and

1651--before Hatherly and his colleagues for obstructing
public thoroughfares.

(On the latter occasion Hatherly

was authorized to "demolish" Russell's fence.)

Likewise

was Isaac Stedman cited for illegally blocking a road in
1651.

In all cases did the magistrates rule in the public

interest, ordering the defendants to remove their
obstructions and to permit the free passage "of his
majesties subjects. 1132
Hatherly devoted much of his time to public
service at Scituate.

He performed marriages, supervised

the oath of fidelity, heard testimony for trials and
depositions, issued warrants and subpoenas, and arbitrated
local disputes.

In addition, Hatherly supervised wills,
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made inventories of estates and distributed the property
of the deceased.

Hatherly was also called upon to provide

the court with character references and to officiate legal
documents pertaining to citizens of Scituate.

As a magis-

trate and civic leader, Hatherly was a valuable bridge
33
. . 1 an d co 1 onia
. 1 b ureaucracies.
·
between th e municipa
Hatherly's impact on Scituate was felt in other
ways as well.

At various times he engaged in economic

activities which contributed to the growth of the community by stimulating enterprises and bringing in much
needed capital.

We have seen how Hatherly was aboard the

William when she sailed into Scituate Harbor in the winter
of 1633/1634.

In addition to bringing settlers, the

vessel had come to set up a fishing stage and to engage in
trade.

Hatherly undoubtedly had some interest in these

projects, particularly the effort to establish a cod
fishery.

He raised and sold cattle at Scituate and, as

early as 1638, operated a "herring wear" at Musquashcut
Brook.

We know Hatherly participated in a shipping trade

as well, for he invested in several vessels at Scituate
Harbor in 1646.

The ships, Deane tells us, were involved

in "a coasting trade with the natives, and to Europe and
Jamaica"; (this was apparently part of the traffic later
known as the "triangular trade. 11 ) 34
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In 1648 Hatherly petitioned his fellow magistrates
for a trace of land on which to build an iron mill.

The

court approved this request two years later on the condition that he build the mill within three years--something he evidently failed to do for the grant was later
rescinded.

Saw mills were extremely important to growing

colonial communities and Hatherly helped construct one of
the earliest in Plymouth Colony.

He was assisted by his

step-son, Joseph Tilden, and Cornet Robert Stetson.

John

Barber, writing in 1839, said this mill was "believed to
be the first saw-mill in the colony."

So wrote the

Reverend Elias Nason thirty-five years later.

This is

contradicted, however, by Deane whose History of Scituate
predated Barber's Historical Collections by eight years.
According to Deane Isaac Stedman built the first saw mill
sometime before 1640. 35
Hatherly and Scituate:

The Church

While Hatherly undeniably possessed shrewd business instincts and remained active in trade and other
economic enterprises, it is important to remember the
fundamental reason he was in New England.

Pratt said "he

was, not less than Bradford, Winslow and Carver, a Separatist of the most pronounced character," 36 someth'ing h e
demonstrated with his efforts on behalf of Scituate's
church.

Hatherly considered the maintenance of a Puritan
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ministry a priority for his community and he personally
insured the retention of a suitable clergy through land
transactions and bestowals.

Numerous historians have

written of Hatherly's munificence.

"The Church in

Scituate was generously upheld by the devotion and enthusiasm of Timothy Hatherly," one wrote, "who contributed
liberally to its support during his lifetime and by
bequests after his death."

(Indeed, Hatherly's magna-

nimity in this regard was not limited to the clergy; Deane
said he was always ready to purchase the property of those
wanting to leave or to accommodate new arrivals.) 37
When Reverend Lothrop arrived in Scituate with
thirty of his congregation in the autumn of 1634, he was
welcomed as an old friend and provided with a farm on the
southeast side of Coleman Hills--a gift from Hatherly and
his colleagues on the bench.

Hatherly had known Lothrop

from the latter's years as pastor of the first Congregational Church of England in London (or perhaps even
earlier in Scotland).

Despite the cordiality Lothrop

found at Scituate, his ministry suffered from persistent
controversies, most notably over the mode of baptism and
the location of the meeting-house.

Finally, five years

after his arrival in Scituate, the pastor and half his
flock left for Barnstable near the base of Cape Cod.
sudden departure of twenty-two families from Scituate

This
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threatened a crisis which was only averted by Hatherly's
timely action:
It is said that nearly half the inhabitants departed.
At this juncture Mr. Hatherly purchased the properties
of all who wished to depart, and could not otherwise
have done so. By the wise use of his fortune he
carried the town safely through this critical
. d 38
per1.o.
Hatherly also purchased Lothrop's property and
dwellings which he then turned over to a temporary
preacher named Christopher Blackwood.
twenty-pound loss on the transaction.)

(Hatherly took a
Blackwood was

replaced shortly thereafter by the erudite Charles Chauncy
whom Hatherly admired and provided with a farm.

Later,

when Chauncy complained of poverty and the need to leave,
Hatherly--"the untiring patron of the plantation"--offered
him a house and land on Satuit Brook on the condition he
agree to spend the remainder of his life in Scituate.
When Chauncy refused, Hatherly deeded his property at Farm
Neck, with its farm and residence (later the first parsonage house), to the First Church at Scituate.

This

property was then conveyed by the church without stipulation to Chauncy--an arrangement that was countenanced by
Hatherly and nineteen other male members of the
congregation. 39
Scituate's first church, formally established
under Reverend Lothrop in 1634, was ideally to be the
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"heart of perfection" for the covenanted community.

For

those engaged in the austere task of building a Puritan
utopia, the church was a collective source of strength and
inspiration.

Following Lathrop's departure, Hatherly was

recognized as the head of the remaining congregation and
he sought to unite the depleted church by holding a day of
public humiliation at his home near Musquashcut Pond.
There, the body solemnly reaffirmed the purpose of their
holy enterprise and restated their covenant with God and
one another.

As one of the architects of the Puritan com-

monwealth in Plymouth Colony, Hatherly was keenly aware of
the necessity of unity and harmony within the congregation.

These were, he knew, essential prerequisites if

Scituate was ever to become a "city upon a hill" and model
of congregational efficacy.

Above all did it mean

avoi'd'ing sc h'ism. 40
"The first Church at Scituate, however, was not
perfectly united," Deane wrote, and throughout Hatherly's
lifetime the community was wracked by contention.

The

problems which plagued Lathrop's tenure continued
unabated, indeed, they grew even more divisive.

To the

debate over the mode of baptism and the location of the
church was added a bitter controversy which effectively
polarized Scituate:

the call for Reverend Chauncy.

If

the congregation had been tense under Lothrop, it was to
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break apart with the arrival of the new minister.
Hatherly was instrumental in summoning Chauncy--then
assistant to Mr. Reyner at Plymouth and one of the
towering intellects in colonial New England--to Scituate.
This call was not unanimous, however, and a group led by
William Vassall was firmly opposed to Chauncy's ministry.
They refused to join with Hatherly and the others in a new
covenant and instead declared themselves an independent
church. 41
One of the major factors contributing to the split
was Chauncy's stubborn insistence upon baptizing through
immersion only, notwithstanding its impracticality in the
harsh New England winters.

Vassall and nearly half of the

congregation resolutely refused this method and, while
Hatherly was a staunch supporter of Chauncy's ministry, it
is unclear whether or not he acquiesced in baptism through
immersion.

For his part, Chauncy suspected that Vassall

and his friends "inclined to the Bishops."

In a dispute

which grew ugly in its vilification, he accused Vassall of
being an Episcopalian while the latter brandished the
embarrassing fact that Chauncy had once made a public
recantation of his Puritan beliefs.

Both men waged an

energetic letter-writing campaign in an effort to enlist
the support of other New England divines for their respective churches.

Each declared theirs to be the "true
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Church of Christ" while denigrating the other as having
breached the holy Covenant. 42
The controversy had, in fact, as much to do with
land as it did the finer points of Protestant theology.
Pratt said Vassall was obsessed with the idea of a town
division and deeply resented Hatherly's landholdings:
"The Conihasset grant to Hatherly disturbed him no less
than his aversion to Mr. Chauncy.''

The divisive issue of

moving the church--something Hatherly had adamantly
opposed during the Lothrop tenure--once again became a
serious point of contention.

Pratt asserted that because

Vassall was dissatisfied with the size of his allotment he
sought to circumvent it by declaring the necessity of
another settlement, with its own church and lands.

He put

forth his case in a letter of 1643 in which he complained
of Hatherly's influence:
. . . before we came hither . . . more than seven
years since, the old Church were at difference about
removing the Meeting-house toward that end of the
Town, where our hay grounds and most of our lands lie,
it being set, for Mr. Hatherly's ease, at the very
outside of our plantation: Mr. Hatherly and some of
London, having by estimation eight if not ten thousand
acres of land, beginning very near our Meeting-house,
on which Mr. Hatherly makes farms • . . and our lands
reach ten miles or more to the south-westward, by
which runneth a faire River, navigable for boars ten
miles, and hay grounds on both sides . . • so that if
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all other differences were reconciled, yet it were the
undoing of us and them both, if we do not become two
43
Congregations .
Vassall was primarily concerned with the acquisition of more land, Pratt maintained, and hid this fact
behind a facade of righteous indignation over spiritual
matters:
Failing in his fight with Hatherly, Turner and the
rest, he shrewdly tacked this matter of a greater
plantation on to the doctrinal controversy, joining
Elder King, who lived near him, in the hope of getting
a [share of land equal to Hatherly's] in which he,
King and [Thomas] Lapham should solely participate. 44
The Vassall faction was successful in establishing
a separate congregation and for years a bitter controversy
ensued between the two churches.

Among the surviving

records of the dispute is evidence that Hatherly was a
mediating influence.

In a letter of 9 April 1645, Vassall

wrote to the Reverend Edward Bulkley of Marshfield:

"At

Mr. Hatherly's house, I gave them for myself as much
satisfaction as they desired."

Four years later Hatherly

and other representatives of the old church met with five
of their counterparts from the new congregation in an
attempt to reconcile their differences without the assistance of elders or magistrates.

When Chauncy accused the

latter of schism Hatherly objected, stating "it could be
no schism, because we had promised them a dismission
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whenever they should require it, and sent it to them
before they did demand it."
Deane observed how Chauncy made life difficult for
Hatherly; while the latter greatly admired his minister's
intellect and was his primary supporter, he was nevertheless frequently distressed at the terrible temper and
pugnaciousness he so quickly displayed.

It was not until

Chauncy and Vassall left Scituate, in fact, that the
bitter wrangling between the two churches ceased.
Throughout his life at Scituate, Hatherly played an
45
influential and mediating role in the church.
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CHAPTER V
HATHERLY AS MAGISTRATE

The Magistracy
Nowhere is Timothy Hatherly's importance to the
Pilgrim story more evident than in his capacity as magistrate.

For over two decades he served with distinction in

the prestigious and powerful office of assistant
governor.

The Reformation dictum that government was an

ordinance of God was readily accepted by Hatherly and his
colleagues on the bench.

As Puritan magistrates, they

were stewards of the Lord responsible for the colony's
civil and ecclesiastical well-being.

They had the dual

charge of not only restraining human depravity, but of
"leading (or driving) a whole community up the heights of
purity. 111

It was a serious business and demanded the

respect and cooperation of the people, as Pastor John
Robinson made clear to his departing brethren:
. • . whereas you are to become a Body Politic, using
amongst yourselves Civil Government; . . • let your
wisdom and godliness appear, not only in choosing such
persons as do entirely love, and will diligently
promote, the common good; but also in yielding unto
them all due honour and obedience in their lawful
administrations. Not beholding in them, the
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ordinariness of their persons; but GOD's ordinance for
your good . . . 2
Citizens might elect an individual to office, but
the office itself was sacred and imbued with God's
authority.

"The Pilgrims knew that if they were dissatis-

fied they could vote the magistrates out of office at the
next elections," George Langdon, Jr., wrote, "but they
also knew that until then, the magistrate ruled."3
Hatherly and his associates were accountable, not to the
whims of their constituencies, but to the ideals and
original purpose of their Congregational commonwealth.

As

Perry Miller put it:
Hence the magistrates spoke for the inner will of the
community; they were not lackeys appointed to stand in
one place and perform only menial services. They were
endowed with the heavenly gifts of wisdom, sufficiency, and birth, by which they could judge the
equity of laws and apply them to particular cases.
The society had agreed to a compact, and in order to
insure success must appoint men of probity and logical
wit to superintend it . . • 4
Those who demonstrated the requisite ability and
leadership were repeatedly returned to office; (Hatherly
was elected each year from 1635-1658.)

In fact, assis-

tants were subject to a ten-pound fine if they refused to
accept their election.

This happened to Hatherly in 1638

when, for reasons unknown, he declined to take his post.
(The fine was waived.)5

Because the job paid no salary
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until 1667, it behooved the freemen to choose men of means
like Hatherly, Collier, Winslow and others who might
better cope with the inconveniencies imposed by office.
The Pilgrims were not unique in this as Kenneth Lockridge
found in Dedham, Massachusetts, where "voters saw the
advantages in time and dedication that would accrue from
the selection of more wealthy men . • . 116

As important as

money might be to effective leadership, an obligation to
the "common good" was far more crucial.

"Service in the

magistracy called for a high sense of public duty," Harry
M. Ward wrote, "--hence a primary factor for the monopolization [of the office] by a few men."7
Hatherly wore many hats during his years in
government.

In addition to his role as assistant, in

which he held judicial and legislative functions, he was
appointed or elected to the following:

colony treasurer

(1639-1642); envoy in land disputes with the Massachusetts
Bay (1637, 1651); plenipotentiary in the formation of the
New England Confederation (1642); board of directors of
the Kennebec trading house (1649, 1655); commissioner of
the government at Kennebec (1654); Council of War (1642,
1646, 1653, 1658); commissioner of the United Colonies
(1646, 1651); alternate commissioner (1645, 1647, 1650,
1654); and the committee to review colony laws (1657).
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Hatherly also served as arbiter in civil disputes and
performed many public services.a
Hatherly and Defense
The military defense of Plymouth Colony was, of
course, the responsibility of her magistrates.

The

spectre of Indian attack was never far from the Pilgrim
mind and Hatherly lived through several war scares.

Each

witnessed a flurry of defensive preparations and strategy
sessions, and in each was the situation defused before
major hostilities occurred.

But the threat of Indian war

was not illusory--just ten years after Hatherly's death
New England trembled before King Philip's fury.
When Hatherly assumed office in 1635, the colony
faced a number of potentially hostile fronts--and not only
from the natives.

To the north, the French threatened the

Pilgrim trading concerns at Penobscot and Kennebec, and
alarmed Plymouth's magistrates by provisioning the Abnaki
Indians with guns and powder.

The Narragansett and Pequot

tribes to the south smouldered with resentment and made no
secret of their enmity.

At New Amsterdam, the Dutch

aggressively competed with the Pilgrims for the fur trade
and were later at war with Cromwell's England (and thus
the Pilgrims).
Hatherly was active in the colony's defense and
his contributions varied, depending upon the particular
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institution he represented.

As a commissioner of the

United Colonies, he participated in matters of strategy,
diplomacy and the coordination of inter-colonial military
operations.

Hatherly was directly involved, as a member

of the Council of War, with a host of tactical concerns
including logistics, local defenses, and the impressment
and provisioning of the colony's troops.

And as an assis-

tant governor, Hatherly and his colleagues were empowered
to issue the requisite legislation, warrants, subpoenas
and court orders necessary for military expeditions and
protection of the home front.
During the Pequot crisis of 1637 deputies from
Plymouth, Scituate and Duxbury were summoned before
Hatherly and the other assistants to discuss the colony's
proposed involvement in the war.

It was concluded at a

General Court of 7 June that Plymouth would--her grievances with the Bay Colony notwithstanding--assist them in
their struggle with the Pequots. 9

Over forty men were

enlisted for the campaign and a "warrant was made to
Mr. Hatherly" to insure Scituate's contribution of fifty
pounds towards the expedition.

As the company prepared to

sail, however, word was received of Captain Mason's
decisive victory at Fort Mystic and the mission was
terminated. 1 O
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Five years later, Hatherly sat on a General Court
held amid fearful rumors of an impending Indian uprising
throughout New England.

Twenty-seven deputies attended

the highly-charged session of 27 September 1642 where the
governor and assistants revealed "intelligence of a genall
conspiracy" planned by the natives to extirpate the
English from the land. 11

After consulting one another

over the gravity of the threat, the magistrates deemed it
"absolutely needfull

&

requisite to make speedy pparacon

throughout the gouerment for a defensiue and offensiue
warr against" the Indians.

It was a "feverish occasion"

with the terror of Indian attack looming over all.

In a

flurry of activity Hatherly and his colleagues made a
number of decisions:

Captain Standish was to lead the

forces sent against the natives; Hatherly was one of
twelve men chosen for a Council of War to direct and
prepare the colony for hostilities; 12 and Plymouth's eight
townships were assessed the cost of outfitting the expeditionary force.

Because the colony was "maruelously

vnprouided of leade and powder," Hatherly and the others
authorized the sale of skins at the Kennebec trading post
13
"to procure the necessary ammunition" for each town.
The threat of hostilities also led to political
activity and Hatherly played a key role in this as well.
In one of the most significant diplomatic overtures in
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seventeenth-century New England, Plymouth sent a select
delegation to Boston in 1642 with an offer of a united
front against Indian aggression.

The delicate assignment

was entrusted to three who had long demonstrated their
ability and usefulness to the colony: Edward Winslow,
Miles Standish and Timothy Hatherly. 14 Plymouth's plenipotentiaries were empowered to negotiate with the commissioners of Massachusetts "about their mutual combination"
in the event of Indian war.

But that was only a part of

their commission, for they were "also to treate
wth them about a further cornbincion

&

&

conferr

league to be con-

clude betwixt vs for future tymes"; an alliance formally
instituted the following year when Connecticut, New Haven,
Massachusetts and Plymouth signed the articles of confederation linking the colonies together.

"Thus was Hatherly

a pioneer in the negotiations which finally crystalized
into the commissioners of the United Colonies," Harvey
Pratt wrote, "a body with which he was later prominently
identified. 1115

This congress presaged the New England

Confederation and was a watershed in inter-colonial
cooperation.
Hatherly also participated in the war preparations
of 1649 when Narragansett-Niantic hostilities threatened
the English and their Indian allies in southern New
England--(and in the process also endangered the delicate
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balance of power among the natives which the commissioners
of the United Colonies had assiduously cultivated.)

At an

October session of the General Court the magistrates
informed the assembled freemen and deputies that the New
England Confederation was on military alert:
Wheras diuers sad, iniurius practises to the
murthering of sum of the English haue been comited by
the natiues to the westward, . • . with diuers
insolent and threatening speaches by them allso
spoken, . . . the commissioners for the Vnited
Colinyes are ocationed to vse theire best endeavors
for the rectifying of the said abuses; and being
vncertaine whether there may bee need of a warr
. yt they may bee in a redines . . . 16
In addition, Hatherly and his colleagues issued a
call for an expeditionary force from Plymouth Colony to
aid their beleaguered allies to the south.
fact, an obligatory commitment:

This was, in

the commissioners of the

United Colonies had warned the Narragansetts and their
confederates in 1648 that they would defend the Mohegans
in the event the latter were attacked.
It is therfor ordered by the Court yt forthwith
due p'uision bee made both of men and amunition, with
poulder & shot & victailes and other nessesaryes for
fourty men for the space of three monthes, sutable for
such an ocation, & yt euery towne respectiuely prouid
for theire owne men. 17
As in earlier cases, however, the war momentum was
checked before full-scale hostilities occurred.

But these
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episodes left a bitter residue of ill will, and tensions
between the Indians and English continued to mount.

"In

every year since the beginning of the Confederation [of
the United Colonies] the fear of an Indian uprising had
been present," Ward wrote, "but in 1653 this fear loomed
even larger when it was rumored that a Dutch-Indian conspiracy . . • was being formed to drive out the
English. 1118 In response, Hatherly and his associates
implemented a series of orders designed to put Plymouth on
a war footing and to provide for each town's defense. 19
They also appointed a Council of War to direct military
action against the Dutch.

It was, as usual, an august

body of Plymouth's best and brightest, and Hatherly (now
sixty-five) was selected to the directorate for a third
term.

The magistrates explained the reasons for the

conference and the powers of the council:
In regard of the many appeerances of danger
towards the countrey by enimies, and the greatnessessitie of counsell and aduise in that respect, the
Court thought yt meet to make choise of a counsell of
warr . . .
• . . [with] full power to yssue out warrants to
presse such a number of men in euery towne . • . and
alsoe for armes and provission, and all things
nessesary for them, and what charges shall arise, to
20
bee leuied on each towne.
The Council of War met the following month to
examine intelligence received from an extraordinary
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session of the commissioners of the United Colonies at
Boston.

After "serivsly weying and deliberating vpon" the

commissioners' recommendations concerning a war with the
Dutch, the magistrates committed the colony to hostilities.

Warrants were issued for the impressment of sixty

men, "able and fitt for warr," to be taken from each
township (Scituate contributed the most at nine).

Con-

stables were ordered to keep those who were pressed into
service armed and in a state of readiness.

The venerable

Captain Standish was chosen to lead the force "in the name
and authoritie of the state of England."

In addition, two

barks were secured along with their crews to transport the
expedition to Monhatoes and a special decree was passed
prohibiting the removal of provisions (especially foodstuffs) from the colony. 21
It took over a year to prepare and coordinate the
campaign against the Dutch.

Standish's commission reveals

the reason Hatherly and his associates entered into
hostilities and also provides details of the initial stage
of the war:
Whereas wee are required by his highness the Lord
Protector of England, • . . to afford assistance vnto
that designe of reducesing the Duch to obedience vnto
the state of England, . • . wee, haueing raised som
forces, ouer which wee doe constitute our welbeloued
frind, Capt Myles Standish, theire leader and
comaunder in chiefe, • . . and that hee bee reddy,
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vpon the 28th of this psent June, att the 29th day to
march them vnto Sandwich, and theire further to
receiue those that shalbee brought from those four
plantations vnto him; and from thence to march his men
to Manomett, and there to shipp them . • • to the
Monhatoes, or such place of randeuoos as . . . shalbee
appointed, there to meet with • . . the comissioners
in chiefe appointed by his higness the Lord Protector
. . • and there to joyne with them for the carrying on
of the said designe . • . .
Plymouth, June the 20th, 1654.
Giuen under our hands and common seale of our goument,
WILLIAM BRADFORD, Presedent,
JOHN ALDEN,

THOMAS PRENCE,

THOMAS WILLET,

WILLAM COLLYARE,

JAMES CUDWORTH,
JOHN WINSLOW,

TIMOTHY HATHERLEY. 22

Hatherly's contributions to Plymouth's defense
were not only evident during periods of crisis but in the
halcyon days between war scares as well.

In 1646, at a

commissioners of the United Colonies meeting in New Haven,
Hatherly participated in discussions of soldiers' expenses
and helped fix rates for military personnel. 23 When
Scituate was cited at a Presentments of the Grand Inquest
two years later "for not chusing milletary offecers
according to order," Hatherly promised the court that he
would personally insure the company's readiness "vntell
they can conveniently make chaise of offecers" for the
troops. 24 In fact, Scituate was not made a ''military
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discipline" until 1652--ten years after other Pilgrim
towns--due to the emigration of 1639.

Once established,

however, Hatherly had an active role in the training and
supply of the town's trainband. 25 And finally, it speaks
volumes that Hatherly was selected to the Council of War
in 1658--at seventy years old and at the very time he was
kept off the bench over the issue of religious
.
26
to 1 era t 1.on.
Law and Order
Had Adam not fallen, his descendants would have been
just to each other without the supervision of a magistrate, but in their lost condition they have to be
whipped into the forms of civility by a coercive
power, or they will steal each other's goods and
murder their neighbors. Without government, "there
would be no living together for Mankind, but Humane
Societye must disband; Murder, Adulteries, Rapine, and
all manner of Oppressions would rage; and there would
be less of order in the Habitable World, then in Hell
1.·t se lf . "27
The maintenance of law and order within the
Pilgrim colony was another magisterial responsibility and
one in which Hatherly played a substantial role.

As an

assistant, he represented the highest authority in the
land (next to the governor), and held legislative and
judicial powers.

He was influential in both General

Courts and Courts of Assistants where he impaneled juries,
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oversaw Presentments of the Grand Inquest and helped
adjudicate a diverse range of civil and criminal cases-from pre-marital sex to murder.

In addition, Hatherly had

"a speciall hand in the examination of publick offenders,"
a prerogative which empowered him to "examine and comit to
ward" any individual in the absence of his colleagues. 28
The magistrates held jurisdiction over every
aspect of the community, and individuals were subject to
the most personal governmental edicts.

When Edward Perry

refused to ratify his marriage before the authorities,
Hatherly and his associates fined him five pounds for each
.
d 29
court h e m1.sse.

Thomas Roberts was ordered, at a Court

of Assistants in 1640, "to lodge no more wth Georg Morrey,
a diseased pson," and was given a deadline to find his own
.
30
h ous1.ng.

Hatherly and his colleagues were also quick to

suppress any signs of depravity in the community.

Seven

Duxbury residents were presented before Hatherly and the
bench in 1651 "for vaine, light, and laciuius carriage at
an vnseasonable time of the night."

Two of the nocturnal

merrymakers were fined while the others were admonished
31
"to take heed of such euell carriages for the future."
When "sundry vnworthy and defamed psons" attempted to
settle at Taunton in 1657, the assistants prevented it by
making it a crime to sell them land or to even entertain
the undesirables. 32
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Hatherly also heard numerous cases involving
sexual impropriety.

In the realm of carnal excess

bestiality was, of course, the nadir of degeneracy and in
1642, in an episode which sent shockwaves throughout New
England, sixteen-year-old Thomas Granger was indicted on
several counts of sodomy with a variety of animals. 33
Hatherly helped adjudicate the case which was significant
beyond its bizarre and sensational character, for in the
course of the trial important legal questions were raised
which had a lasting impact on the jurisprudence of
Plymouth Colony.

This was easily the most infamous affair

of its kind in the colony's history and seemed, to a
demoralized Bradford, to underscore the declension and
wickedness which appeared to be growing at an alarming
rate.

Hatherly was among the magistrates who interrogated

and tried the youth, and he participated in the debate
over certain points brought out by the trial.

A single

witness had testified to Granger's guilt and it was only
during magisterial inquisition that the defendant confessed the full extent of his sins, later divulging the
same to the General Court at large.
Specifically, Hatherly and his colleagues sought
answers to the following:

was the death penalty appro-

priate for such unnatural acts?; to what extent could
authorities go in obtaining a confession?; and, was a
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single witness sufficient for conviction of a capital
offense?

After consulting with numerous Puritan devines

in Massachusetts Bay as well as New Plymouth, they
sentenced Granger to be hanged--one of the rare instances
in the Pilgrim colony's history that the death penalty was
.
d 34
impose.

Less severe punishment was meted to those convicted of adultery--something John Robinson had termed
"the disease of marriage."

The usual penalty was public

whipping, a physical and emotional torment frequently
issued to both parties.

When William Paul and Katherine

Aines were summoned before Hatherly and three other assistants in 1656 for their "vnclean and filthy behauior,"
both were sentenced to public flogging. 35 Similarly, when
Thomas Bird was indicted in 1662 for "seuerall adulterouse
practices and attempts" with Hannah Bumpas, both received
the lash, the latter "for yeilding and not makeing such
resistance against him as shee ought.

"

Although he

had been forced from office several years earlier,
Hatherly was requested by his erstwhile associates "to see
justice done on the body of Thomas Bird" (a former
36
servant), by having him whipped at Scituate.
Hatherly
also participated in the fining and punishment of those
couples who, in the vernacular of seventeenth century
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Puritanism, "had knowledge of each other" before
.

marriage.

37

Hatherly's hand in maintaining the colony's law
and order is particularly evident in the many cases he
helped adjudicate dealing with theft, assault and murder.
He sat in judgment of Isaac Stedman when the latter
appeared before the bench in 1650 charged with breaking
and entering.

Found guilty of pilfering cheese and other

items, Stedman was sentenced "to bee publikly whipte att
Scittuate att the descretion of Mr Hatherley. 1138

Some

form of corporal punishment was usually prescribed for
theft, but not always.

When James Till, a servant who had

previously been whipped and burnt in the shoulder for
larceny, was once again charged with "violating his
bonds," the court chose another form of correction.

It

was decreed, at a General Court in 1643, that Till live
for two years in Hatherly's household.

This was, as John

Demos noted, an effective method of imposing discipline
.
.
39
and encouraging
c h aracter re f ormation.

Cases of assault or the disturbance of "the King's
peace," were usually dealt with by fining.

When Thomas

Dunham challenged Samuel Jenny to a fight "and came to his
bed side to do it," Hatherly and his colleagues fined him
ten shillings.

But when Jenny struck his rude antagonist,

the magistrates considered it insufficient justification
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and levied a smaller penalty on him as we11. 40

In 1651,

Hatherly and four of his colleagues imposed a twentyshilling fine on George Russell, of Scituate, "for his
vnciuell and vnreasonable beating of Katheren Winter,"
stipulating that the fine "bee imployed for the good of
the said Katheren. 1141
Hatherly also participated in several cases
involving murder or mysterious death.

When a jury found

Alice Bishop guilty of killing her own child in 1648,
Hatherly and his colleagues sentenced her to death. 42
Several years later William Baker was suspected of murdering John Winter and was "committed to ward by
Mr. Hatherley."
43
cleared him. )

(He was later released when evidence
The death of a child in 1655 was the

subject of a formal inquiry headed by Hatherly.

Twelve

men were appointed and sworn before him to determine the
circumstances of Thankfull Pakes's untimely death.

At a

special inquest on 15 November 1655 the child's father was
found culpable for the tragedy:
Wee find Willarn Pakes his well to bee very
dangerous, as both in that it lyes att the foot of a
hill, as alsoe haueing nee fence aboute itt to preserue a child from shooting or tumbling in; see the
child falling or tumbling in the water was the cause
44
of the death of Thankfull Pakes.
Three months later, Hatherly impaneled a jury to
investigate the death of Richard Man of Scituate.

(They
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determined he drowned after falling through the ice on
45
Musquashcut Pond. ) And at a Court of Assistants on 4
May 1658--the last time Hatherly sat as a magistrate--he
participated in the summons and capture of an Indian
(Pohkenonpamitt) suspected of being an accessory to the
murder of certain natives belonging to the Massachusetts
Bay. 46
The magistrates knew that nothing would more
quickly undermine the colony's tranquility than unrestrained gossip, defamation and back-biting.

Hatherly and

his associates, therefore, vigorously prosecuted cases of
slander--particularly when the calumny was directed
towards the ministry or themselves.

John Stockbridge, a

wheelright from Scituate and later Conihasset proprietor,
was brought before the bench in 1642 for his "contemptuous
speeches" against the government.

Stockbridge was a

respected citizen and neighbor of Hatherly, but he was,
nevertheless, fined six pounds for his imprudent remark. 47
Elisha Beesbeach, another Scituate resident, fared far
worse at the same court where he was amerced twenty pounds
for libeling Reverend Charles Chauncy. 48 When Kenelme
Winslow voiced the opinion, four years later, that the
church at Marshfield was full of "lyers," Hatherly was
among the magistrates who sentenced him to prison until
the former agreed "to fynd sureties for his good
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behauior. 1149

Mary Briggs was cited for the "telling of a

lye" in 1658, and the authorities asked Hatherly--now off
the bench--to admonish the woman, to make her "bee wary of
offence to others, by vnnessesary talkeing

giveing.

. . . "50
It is clear from the records that verbal outbursts
against magistrate Hatherly were expensive ways to vent
one's ire.

John Barnes had already committed a costly

blunder when he appeared at a General Court in a boisterously drunk condition in 1652; he compounded his error,
however, by using the occasion to villify Hatherly, and
for that, the court immediately levied a ten-pound fine.
(In all, Barnes's indiscretion cost him a staggering forty
pounds1 51 ) Scituate's constable, George Pidcock, was
summoned before the bench the previous year "for insolent
carriage towards Mr Hatherley" and fined thirty
shillings.

He was also issued a warrant "to warn Peeter

Collymore psonally to appeere at the Generall Court
. . . to answare for such scandalus and reproachfull
speaches as hee hath spoken against Mr Hatherley,
Assistant to the gouerment. 1152
Servants, too, were afforded legal protection in
Plymouth Colony and Hatherly adjudicated several cases
involving their abuse or violations of their terms of
indenture.

When a jury found Robert Latham guilty of
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"felloniaous crewelty" in the death of his fourteen-yearold servant in 1654, Hatherly and his colleagues sentenced
Latham to "bee burned in the hand, and his haueing noe
lands, that all his goods are confiscate.

Even an

African servant/slave was given a fair hearing before
Hatherly and the bench, when the former was involved in a
dispute with a Plymouth man:
Whereas a contravercy depending betwixt John Smyth,
Seni, . . . and a neager maide servant of John Barnes,
was refered, for want of clearer euidence, vnto this
Court to bee ended; and accordingly whatsoeuer could
bee said on either side was heard; and with admonission, both pties were cleared. 54
In addition, Hatherly oversaw cases in which
gentlemen and even magistrates were defendants.

These

were for a variety of infractions including violations of
business covenants, illegal dispensation of spirits and a
'
.
refusal to serve on Juries
or governmen t a 1 o ff.ices. 55
Part of the task of maintaining law and order in the
colony involved arbitration, and Hatherly's services were
employed for a number of these occasions as well. 56 Thus,
from 1635 until his forced retirement from office in 1658,
Hatherly played a substantial role in protecting the
colony from enemies without, and disorder within.
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CHAPTER VI
HATHERLY AND TOLERATION
A Liberal Magistrate
The French may err, we may err, and other churches may
err, and • . . it is too great arrogancy for any man
or church to think that he or they have so sounded the
Word of God to the bottom, as precisely to set down
the church's discipline without errour in substance or
circumstance, as that no other without blame may
digress or differ in anything from the same.l
This eloquent passage, written by Pastor John
Robinson and used by William Bradford in 1625 to justify
Separatist variance from the French Doctrine, was a
rebuttal to the merchant adventurers' charge that the
Pilgrims deceived their backers and the King by "pretending that their . . . practices were those of the
French Reformed church. 112

Ironically, the argument later

boomeranged in Bradford's face as the essence of the case
for toleration--something the governor staunchly opposed
and which Timothy Hatherly came to embody.

To the dismay

of his conservative colleagues, the latter became one of
the most prominent opponents to the policies of illiberality and, later, was in the vanguard of resistance to the
Quaker persecutions.

Hatherly's support for religious

tolerance is evident throughout his career with the
157
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Pilgrim colony, and in each case he was defeated at the
hands of his conservative colleagues.

It is this struggle

on behalf of liberty of conscience, in fact,--an effort
that cost him the magistracy and which went to the heart
of the crisis confronting New England Puritanism--that
remains Hatherly's primary legacy.3
Why did Hatherly, an otherwise exemplary Puritan
magistrate, risk the odium of his colleagues by endorsing
the heresy of toleration?

We have seen that he was a

dedicated and vigilant officer of the government who would
not hesitate to order corporal punishments, fines and even
death for certain transgressions.

Yet, on the issue of

liberty of conscience, the record is clear:

Hatherly not

only refrained from persecuting individuals for religious
variance but actively opposed the oligarchy's efforts to
do so.

Why?

In the absence of any explicit statement

from either Hatherly or his contemporaries, we are left to
infer his motivations.
The most fundamental explanation, perhaps, is also
the most elusive and rests in the realm of personality.
That Hatherly was a humane and broad-minded man was
clearly demonstrated during the Quaker persecutions of the
50s and 60s; it was simply not in his nature to hound
others for their religious differences.

This mind-set was

enhanced by Hatherly's upbringing where, in the
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cosmopolitan environment of a successful merchant, he was
early exposed to a wide spectrum of English society and
imbued with values and attitudes conducive to mercantilism.

Paramount among these was a spirit of moderation

and toleration.

Bernard Bailyn has written how intol-

erance was repugnant to commercial interests (something
which may have had a formative effect on the young
Hatherly):
Persecution, a growing number of merchants discovered,
was simply bad for trade: "it makes us stinke every
wheare," as the business-minded George Dowining wrote
to Winthrop, Jr. Not only did it lessen the appeal of
New England to immigrants, but it also blackened the
reputation of New Englanders in English trading
circles. At each point of controversy merchants
appeared in defense of a softer, more latitudinarian
policy. 4
If there be any merit to the adage that one's
character is discernable by the company one keeps, then
Hatherly's support for toleration is better understood.
Long before his involvement with the Pilgrims, he formed
close relationships with two liberal gentlemen, James
Cudworth and John Lothrop--later among Plymouth Colony's
most tolerant citizens.

Lothrop, who may have been

acquainted with Cudworth and Hatherly as early as 1612 in
Scotland, was presumably their minister from 1624-1632 at
the underground First Congregational Church of England in
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London.

If so, Hatherly and Cudworth may have just missed

being imprisoned, for forty-two of this body were arrested
(including Lothrop) on 29 April 1632--less than three
weeks after they sailed for America on the Charles.5
Hatherly was impressed with the tolerant Lothrop (who
later even admitted Anabaptists to his congregation in
Barnstable), and was instrumental in securing him as
Scituate's preacher upon his release from prison.
Hatherly's "particular friend" Cudworth, was as
opposed to intolerance as Hatherly himself.
their close associates in America:

Likewise were

Captain Miles Standish

(who called Hatherly and Cudworth his "loving friends");
Isaac Robinson (son of the tolerant Leyden pastor and sonin-law of Hatherly); John Brown and others who joined
forces in an effort to check government oppression.

These

men considered religious persecutions as cruel and antithetical to the Christian spirit.
As an educated gentleman-merchant with numerous
contacts on both sides of the ocean, Hatherly was kept
apprised of the latest developments in England and was
likely encouraged by the various pamphlets which appeared
in the 1640s in support of toleration.

Given his manifes-

tations of dissent during this decade, it should not be
surprising that he later more actively resisted the severe
treatment afforded the Quakers.

This is particularly true
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given the fact that he was quite familiar with some of the
Friends.

"No doubt he was influenced," one scholar wrote,

"by the fact that his stepdaughter Sarah (Tilden) Sutton
and her children were in the Quaker fold."6
In any case, Hatherly's support for toleration
made him no more or less an apostate to the fundamentals
of Puritanism than any of the other Protestant worthies in
both Englands who sensed the bankruptcy of a rigid and
narrow intolerance.

Like Roger Williams, Hatherly was

ahead of his time, a man on the cutting edge of history-the very crest of the transition from seventeenth to the
eighteenth century.
The Orthodoxy
The orthodoxy opposed toleration out of certainty
that Congregationalism and the New England Way represented
the only true manner of civil and ecclesiastical polity as
revealed by the bible.

Only the sheerest hypocrisy,

therefore, could allow the known truth to exist side-byside with falsehoods of man's invention.

That they

possessed the divinely-ordained form of church and state
was a given, and they were prepared to show biblical
authorization for every aspect.

"Christ was the sole

source of ecclesiastical legislation," Miller wrote, "and
he had long ago published all the statutes Christians
would ever find necessary." 7
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Thus when popular support for liberty of conscience developed in the 1640s--not only from the nonfreemen who were most conspicuously discriminated against,
but by deputies, influential merchants and even
magistrates--the orthodoxy was confronted with the
greatest threat since the Bay Colony's banishment of Anne
Hutchinson and the Antinomians in 1637.

As a result, the

religious and political climate grew tense and increasingly restrictive as the orthodoxy rallied to defend its
prerogatives and Congregational polity.

Such a course

inevitably conflicted with Hatherly, long predisposed
towards toleration, and his resistance was early registered.8

The leaders of the Massachusetts Bay took the

initiative in aggressively suppressing what they deemed
were dangerous errors, and they convinced many of
Hatherly's colleagues to join them.

To their everlasting

consternation, however, rather than receiving kudos for
their heroic vigilance in checking heresy, they were
roundly censured in Cromwell's England for intolerance.
The effect was, to paraphrase Miller, that New England
only drew in her holy skirt more closely and went her
unlovely way alone.

In Plymouth and the Massachusetts Bay

a harder line was henceforth assumed against religious
variance.

The Cambridge Platform of 1648 was their answer

to the clamor for toleration and it "enshrined the
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doctrine that civil authority must restrain and punish
corrupt and pernicious opinions. 119

It also signalled a

triumph of the Puritan orthodoxy over those, like
Hatherly, who sought the innovation of toleration.

Hence,

at the time when liberty of conscience "was very much in
the air" in the colonies and England, the orthodoxy's
self-proclaimed spokesman, Nathaniel Ward, could declare
that those desiring greater liberties "shall have free
liberty to keep away from" New England.

"Thus did the New

England orthodoxy turn its back upon the greatest single
religious advance of modern times," Miller asserted, "and
exert itself to avoid making innovations in its
thinking. 1110
Plymouth Colony was always more lenient in matters
of religious dissent (even in the Prence years) than her
neighbor to the north.

By 1645 however, a number of

magistrates became convinced of the soundness of the Bay
Colony's stand.

Thoroughly disgusted with the declension

they saw around them, Bradford, Winslow, Alden, Collier
and especially Prence, adopted harsher policies and
bitterly opposed notions of religious liberty.

To these

men the most doleful aspect of the troubled times was the
support which liberal and even heretical elements found
among the magistrates themselves.

That men like Timothy

Hatherly and Miles Standish would lend the prestige of
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their office to the very forces assaulting the orthodoxy
was, to them, an egregious transgression. 11
For their part, Hatherly, Cudworth, Standish,
Brown, Freeman and other Plymouth worthies found the
growing illiberality of their colleagues repugnant and
actively resisted increased suppression.

And to the

vexation of their opposites, the towns they represented-Duxbury, Sandwich, Barnstable and particularly Scituate-became liberal strongholds.

The latter, in fact, was home

for three of the colony's most prominent liberals:
Hatherly, Cudworth and Vassall.

(While Vassall opposed

Hatherly over the ministry of Charles Chauncy and the
Conihassett grants, the two found common ground on the
issue of religious freedom and cooperated in resisting
reactionary legislation.)

By 1645 then, an irreconcilable

schism was apparent among the magistrates, a rift which
grew wider with the passing of each year and each new law.
A crisis was fomented in 1645 when Vassall submitted a petition to the Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth
colonies calling for religious toleration of all sects.
His request was particularly disturbing to the orthodoxy
because his brother was a member of the powerful Com12
mission for Foreign Plantations in England.
Winslow
discussed the petition in a letter to Winthrop in November
1645, relating how Vassall was observed passing a scroll
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among the magistrates and deputies at a session of the
court.

At length, as the document was handed from man to

man, it came to Winslow at which point Vassall was said to
have remarked "it may be you will not like this."

The

precautionary proved an understatement as Winslow made
clear:
Having read it, I told him I utterly abhorred it, as
such as would make us odious to all Christian commonweals . . • • The sum of it was, to allow and maintain
full and free tolerance of religion to all men that
would preserve the civil peace, and submit unto
Government; and there was no limitation or exception
against Turk, Jew, Papist, Arian, Socinian,
Nicholaytan, Familist, or any other . . . 13
Winslow bitterly lamented the fact that Vassall
found support for his heresy among the deputies and magistrates Hatherly, Standish and Brown.

"You would have

admired to have seen how sweet this carrion relished to
the palate of most of the Deputies," he wrote.

He blasted

Vassall as "the ringleader of this rout" and sided with
Bradford and Prence in refusing Vassall's request to
submit his proposition to the court.

Winslow "expressed

the sad consequences" of permitting the document to be
read but acknowledged that, by law, it was required to be
voted upon.

"But the Governor would not suffer it to come

to vote," Winslow informed Winthrop, "as being that indeed
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(which) would eat out the power of godliness in the
Commonwealth. 1114
This effort on behalf of toleration galvanized
Plymouth's orthodoxy into action, as Winslow revealed in
another letter to Winthrop.

He spoke of "a matter of

great concernment" regarding efforts to enact conservative
ordinances in the colony in such a manner as to circumvent
the foreseen opposition of Hatherly and others.

Winslow

explained how he and Bradford took advantage of a thinlyattended Court of Assistants (at which Standish was the
only member of the opposition present) to surreptitiously
enter controversial measures upon the colony's books.
Because only four of the seven magistrates were in attendance, it was agreed to postpone the matter until the next
General Court.

But objections were made, Winslow wrote,

when it was realized that the next session was a special
Court of Election, "and not one of ordinary business."

He

said it took an entire day's "agitation" before it was
allowed and "entered upon the waste-book."

As the stormy

session closed a disgruntled deputy (probably Vassall)
grumbled that such a matter "did not properly concern that
Court. 1115
Thus, when Hatherly and Brown attended the regular
General Court, having missed the two previous sessions,
they were shocked to find in place de facto legislation--
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entered at the improper court--calling for increased
suppression and more rigid restrictions for church membership.

Bradford and Winslow expected angry objections to

their audacious maneuver and Prence, who had been ill,
managed to appear at the court to support them.

Standish

joined his incensed colleagues in denouncing the order "as
pernicious and destructive to the weal of the
Government."

Winslow related how their opponents resisted

the legislation "in a tumultuous manner"; they "cried out
to have it defaced and crossed," but to no avail, for the
conservatives adamantly refused and only promised to
present the matter to the next court "where it might be
repealed if the country thought fit. 1116
Hatherly and Brown again resisted conservative
legislative efforts in the autumn of 1646 at a commissioners of the United Colonies congress in New Haven.

The

two assistants, chosen by the freemen as Plymouth's representatives to the New England Confederation's annual
gathering, ran afoul of their colleagues in the second
week of the conference. 17

·
The delegates were at t h e time

addressing the delicate problem of religious variance.
The atmosphere was tense:

authorities throughout New

England were anxiously anticipating the ramifications of a
number of petitions to England which ultimately threatened
colonial independence. 18 The mood of the delegates was
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not amenable to Hatherly's ideas on tolerance and the
majority passed a recommendation to each of the General
Courts calling for greater vigilance in the maintenance of
orthodoxy.

In a document entered into the Acts of the

commissioners for 18 September 1646, the following
measures were urged:

the exclusion from church membership

of those failing to embrace certain tenets; a refusal of
baptism to any but orthodox members and their immediate
seed; and a call for the suppression of various "errors,
which oppose, undermine, and slight the Scriptures.
under a deceitful color of liberty of conscience. 1119

The

latter was a not-so-veiled jibe at those, like Hatherly,
who couched their resistance in terms of liberty of conscience, and it was probably expected that the Old
Colony's liberal representatives would not endorse the
document.

If so, they were not surprised when Hatherly

and Brown refused, attaching instead, the following note
to the delegates' proposal:

"The Commissioners of

Plymouth desire further considerations concerning this
advice given to the General Court.

1120

Hatherly and the Quakers
In May of 1656, Mary Fisher and Anne Austin,
followers of George Fox's notorious sect, arrived at
Boston from Barbados.

The Massachusetts authorities

immediately recognized in the seemingly innocuous
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newcomers a dangerous threat to the New England Way.

They

voiced their concerns at a meeting of the commissioners of
the United Colonies that September in Plymouth, and sought
to impress upon the delegates the necessity of anti-Quaker
laws.

To many at Plymouth, the Bay Colony's apprehensions

were justified, particularly when eight more Quakers
arrived the following year at Boston via Rhode Island,
soon spreading throughout the Old Colony.

Even in

Scituate "the presence of these [Quakers] • . • was
regarded as a positive menace by the freemen. 1121

Their

arrival marked another turning point in the Pilgrim story
and in Hatherly's career as a magistrate as well, as
Plymouth took its cue from the brutal policies of the
Massachusetts Bay.

The advent of the Quakers coincided

with the new administration of Thomas Prence.

Gone were

Bradford, Winslow and Standish, and only Prence, Collier,
Alden and Hatherly remained of the Old Guard.

Two Pilgrim

veterans, Scituate's James Cudworth and former official
Thomas Willet, joined the bench along with the younger
Josias Winslow and Thomas Southworth.

The new alignment

favored the conservatives led by Prence and Alden, and
left Hatherly and Cudworth as the primary voices for
toleration in Pl ymouth Colony.

The latter faced an uphill

struggle, for Prence's ascendancy to the governorship
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ushered in the most repressive period in New Plymouth's
history.
The first indication that harder times were in
store for advocates of religious liberty occurred at a
meeting of the commissioners of the United Colonies at
Boston in 1657.

The congress began with a recommendation

to the authorities of Rhode Island "that means be taken to
banish the Quakers,&c."

This was an arrogant action

considering the New England Confederation had banned the
Ishmael colony from its union.

When representative Cud-

worth declined to endorse the measure, he was henceforth
considered a pariah to his colleagues and forbidden to sit
on the board of commissioners.

Even two years later, when

Scituate's citizens elected him as their deputy, "the
court rejected him. 1122
By 1658 the suppression of the Quakers was in full
swing in Plymouth and especially the Massachusetts Bay
where the eradication of the Friends was pursued with a
vengeance.

The annual meetings of the commissioners of

the United Colonies, now free of the resistance of such
liberals as Hatherly, Cudworth or Brown, became antiQuaker forums.

At the gathering of September 1658 in

Boston, the delegates agreed on a circular addressed to
the general courts of each colony stipulating:
. • . that after due conviction that either he or she
is of that cursed sect of hereticks, they be banished
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under pain of severe corporal punishment, and if they
return again, then to be punished accordingly, and
banished under pain of death: and if afterwards they
shall yet presume to come again, then to be put to
death as aforesaid, except they do then and there
plainly and publickly renounce their said cursed
opinions and develish tenets. 23
While Plymouth Colony did not execute the martyrs,
cut off their ears or drive hot irons through their
tongues, the magistracy--over the strenuous objections of
Hatherly and Cudworth--did persecute them through
flogging, imprisonment and fines.

A spate of anti-Quaker

legislation was enacted which turned Plymouth into a
veritable police state:

anyone guiding a Quaker into the

colony was subject to a ten-pound fine; entertaining a
Quaker was made a five-pound offense; the same penalty was
applied to anyone who ignorantly entertained a "Ranter"
unless he testify under oath "that he knew not them to
bee" and "upon his first decerning them" to forthwith turn
them in to authorities; the colony's citizens were compelled "on paine of Presentment" to report any persons
they knew or even suspected of being Quakers to a
constable who was to bring them before a magistrate for
imprisonment until they were able to pay the cost of their
incarcertation and "Transportation away"; and finally,
public or private meetings of "Strangers or others" were
forbidden as "desturbing to the peace of this
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Government."

In addition, "workhouses" were established,

not only for Quakers but "all Idle persons or rebellious
children, or servants that are stubborne. 1124
Hatherly, Samuel Deane tells us, "was firmly
opposed to the cruelty of the laws propounded, and to
their whole policy in such proceedings. 1125

At a time when

the Pilgrim governor could assert that "in his conscience,
[Quakers deserved] to be destroyed, both they, their wives
and their children, without pity or mercy, 1126 it was only
through the efforts of Hatherly, Cudworth and a few others
that it did not happen. "It is probable that the influence
of this highly respectable opposition was felt," Deane
wrote, "and prevented the Colony from following the bloody
steps of Massachusetts. 1127
By 1658 Hatherly's resistance had become intolerable to the Prence administration and it was clear that
his days as a magistrate were numbered.

His position was

further undermined in April when it was revealed that he
and Cudworth sought court depositions for the benefit of
Quakers awaiting trial.

In a letter to Governor Prence,

Secretary Nathaniel Morton reported a suspicious request
he had received from Hatherly and Cudworth for the
restricted copies of recent anti-Quaker testimony:
. . . at the first I was minded to send them, because
sent for by such as they in Authoritie,--but before I
came to a full Conclusion in my selfe I aduised with
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my Cosen Southworth whoe was against my sending any
such coppy to them doubting of the Consequence . . •
for my Cosen was of mind that they would convey them
to the Quakers and soe posibly papers of direct Contradiption might come out against the said depositions
soe that pro and con and desturbance might arise
thereby; • . . besides there are diuers coppies sent
for besides them as will appeer to you by the notes
28

Of course such opposition had to be removed and
when Hatherly attempted to assume his post after the
annual Court of Elections, his seat was refused him.

In

the colony records for 1 June 1658, the following note
accompanies his name among the elected magistrates: "onely
Mr Hatherley not sworne"; and with that laconic and
ambiguous comment was ended over two decades of service as
. t an t governor. 29
an assis

The circumstances of Hatherly's exit from the
bench are not clear.

While there is no question that he

left office involuntarily, whether or not he lost his
citizenship and power to vote as well is debated.
Willison asserts as much:
He was now dismissed and disenfranchised for his
opposition. When the people of Scituate elected him
as a deputy and sent him back to Plymouth, the Court
30
refused to seat him.
This is challenged by Ward:
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It has been alleged that Timothy Hatherly was also
disfranchised for his views on Quakers, but, except
for not being sworn in as an assistant, I find that
Hatherly kept his posts as a member of the council of
war and performer of marriages and that there is no
record of his disfranchisement. 31
Of greater significance is whether the toleration
of Hatherly and Cudworth represented the colony at large
or the anomaly of two wayward magistrates.

The Pilgrim's

secretary minimized the influence of the Quakers in his
history, declaring that few subscribed to "their fixions
and fantacyes."

Willison refuted this, citing activities

in Barnstable, Sandwich, Duxbury and Scituate as evidence
of "much open sympathy" for the Quakers. 32 He further
notes "the strongest resistance came from Scituate,
articulated by Assistant Governors James Cudworth and
Timothy Hatherly. 1133 Baylies also challenged Morton's
view that the Quakers found little support among the
colonists:
. . . a provision of [the court] indicates very
clearly that the Quakers began to be viewed by the
people with sentiments more favorable and indulgent,
and that a feeling of disgust against the conduct of
the magistrates was very prevalent. Even the executive officers began to flinch from their duty, and
refused to become . . • instruments of legal cruelty.
This provision was in these words, 'in case any
constable of this jurisdiction shall by unwilling, or
cannot procure any to inflict the punishment (of
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whipping Quakers) that then they shall bring such
persons to Plymouth to the under marshal, and he shall
. fl'l.C t l.' t • 134
1.n
A number of scholars have written of the "popular
indignation" the Quakers engendered, however, and consider
this the primary reason for Hatherly's dismissal.

Pratt

stated that Hatherly's tolerance of the Friends "lost to
him much of the public confidence at the time. 1135 Even
Baylies said that Hatherly continued in office until "the
people under the influence of infatuated bigotry left him
out of the government. 1136 Hatherly's colleagues among the
merchants in both colonies also parted with him over the
question of Quaker suppression.

New England merchants,

Bernard Bailyn wrote, "as men of property . . • joined
ranks with the most enthusiastic Puritans against the
fanatical Quakers. 1137
At any rate, whatever qualms Prence and Alden
might have had about their treatment of Hatherly and
Cudworth were likely dispelled when Quakers Humphrey
Norton and John Rowse appeared before the bench on the
very day of Hatherly's dismissal.

The two men, on whose

behalf Hatherly had tried to obtain restricted documents,
were immediately imprisoned until 3 June when they were
summoned before the court for examination.

There they

behaved "turbulently," with Norton repeatedly interrupting
the Governor with shouts of "Thow lyest" and "Thomas, thew
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art a mallicious man. 1138

The incensed Prence ordered them

out of the courtroom and returned to prison until they
might better compose themselves.

Two days later the

proceedings against them were again commenced with the
deposition of Christopher Winter charging Norton with
"sundry notoriouse errors. 1139

When the Governor demanded

an explanation from Norton, the latter replied:

"Thy

clamorouse tounge I regard noe more than the dust vnder my
feet; and thou art like a scoulding woman" and other such
derisions, 40 and then attempted, unsuccessfully, to read a
statement to the court.

Both men were sentenced to be

whipped when they further refused to take an oath to the
state of England, or any oath at all.

(Upon refusing to

pay the under Marshall for his services, the Quakers were
returned to prison for the better part of a week before
being released with a warning to keep out of the
colony. 41 )
One week after his second banishment from Plymouth
Colony, Norton composed two "railing papers" from Rhode
Island in which he bitterly denounced his tormentors.

The

intensity and fury of these letters was characterized by
Deane as surpassing "the ravings of madmen

1142

and only

reinforced Prence's conviction that he was correct in
opposing Hatherly and his ilk in tolerating such
dementia.

Excerpts from Norton's letters reveal the depth
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of animosity the Friends felt towards Plymouth's "persecuting governor" and the bitterness they harbored over the
confiscation--in the name of fines--of their property and
possessions:
Thomas Prence, . • . thou hast pverted Justice and
true Judgment and hast defrauded the poor and needy
thow hast Caused to Defraud the righteouse owner of
his goods and is heaping it up as upon a hill wherwith
thow wilt purchase to thy selfe and others a feild of
blood wherin to bury youer Dead; John Alden is to thee
like unto a Packhorse wherupon thow layes they beastly
bagg Cursed are all they that have a hand therin; the
Cry of vengance will psue thee Day and Night • • • The
Days of thy wailing wilbee like unto that of a woman
that murthers the fruite of her wombe; the Anguish and
paine that will enter upon thy reignes wilbee like
knawing wormes lodging betwixt thy hart and liver;
when these thinges Comes upon thee and thy backe bowed
Downe with paine in that Day and houre thou shalt know
to thy greife that prophetts of the Lord God wee are
and the God of vengance is our God;
Humphrey Norton 43
And to Alden:
John Alden I have weighed thy waies and thou art
like one fallen from thy first love; a tendernes once
I Did see in thee and moderation to Act lke a Sober
man; which through evill Councell and selfe love thou
art Drawne aside from; if there bee in thee any expectation of mercy Doe thow follow the example of Timothy
Hatherley; and withdraw thy body forever appeering att
that beastley bench; where the law of God is Cast
44
behind youer backes • . .
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These letters certainly did nothing to ameliorate
the ire of the government towards Hatherly and Cudworth.
Nor did Norton's laudations of Hatherly benefit the
latter's position vis a vis Prence and Alden. 45 Far more
serious, however, was the publication of a letter of
complaint sent to England concerning abridgements of
liberties in the colony.

Cudworth was the author of the

correspondence sent to "Mr Browne"--the former assistant
and close associate of Hatherly--and his effort earned him
the undying animosity of Prence, Collier and Alden.
Published in England at a time when royal disfavor of
intolerance was growing, and when the colonies feared the
impositioning of a governor general, Plymouth's leaders
were outraged at Cudworth's divulgence.

"It was one thing

to fight for a change of policy within the Plymouth
government," Ward wrote, "but, in the view of his colleagues, it was an unpardonable breach of public trust to
broadcast at home the repression of the liberties of His
Majesty's subjects in Plymouth. 1146
The Cudworth letter is particularly significant to
our story because it sheds light on the motivations behind
his and Hatherly's support for religious tolerance and
opposition to Quaker persecutions.

The sentiments

expressed by Cudworth were undoubtedly shared by his
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"particular friend," Hatherly.

The letter was dated from

Scituate in 1658:
As to the state and condition of things amongst
us, it is sad, and so like to continue. The antichristian, persecuting spirit is very active, • • • He
that will not lash, persecute and punish men that
differ in matters of religion, must not sit on the
bench, nor sustain any office in the Commonwealth.
Last Election Mr Hatherly and myself were left off the
bench, and myself discharged of my Captainship,
because I had entertained some of the Quakers at my
house, thereby that I might be the better acquainted
with their principles. I thought it better to do so,
than with the blind world to censure, condemn, rail
at, and revile them, when they neither saw their
persons nor knew any of their principles. But the
Quakers and myself cannot close in diverse things, and
so I signified to the Court; but told them withal,
that as I was no Quaker, so I would be no
persecutor. 47
Cudworth went on to decry the cruelty of his
fellow magistrates and in the process revealed the humanitarian grounds for his and Hatherly's opposition to antiQuaker persecutions:
And give me leave to acquaint you a little with their
sufferings, which is grievous, and saddens the hearts
of most of the precious saints of God: it lies down
and rises up with them, and they cannot put it out of
their minds when they see poor families deprived of
'
48
their comforts, and brought into penury and want.
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What really enraged Hatherly and Cudworth's colleagues, however, was the criticism that the political
power of the franchise had been reduced to rubber stamping
the dictates of an oppressive oligarchy.

"All is well, if

we can but keep the people ignorant of their liberties and
priviledges, •

"Cudworth wrote.

"We are wrapped up in

a labyrinth of confused laws, that the freeman's power is
quite gone, and it was said last June Court by one, that
he knew nothing the freeman had there to do. 1149

With the

publication of this letter, Cudworth ensured his ostracization where he joined Hatherly in the limbo of semiretirement.
They had crossed the Rubicon in their struggle
against religious persecution and their opposites ensured
that they remained out of the way while even more sweeping
conservative legislation was enacted.

Hatherly never

lived to witness his vindication--he died on 24 October
1666--while Cudworth was rehabilitated only after Prence's
death in 1673.

"It is worthy of Remark, that most of the

principles held by such men as Cudworth, Vassall,
Hatherly, and Roger Williams, for which they suffered the
persecutions of the early Colonial Governments, were such
principles of civil and religious liberty as are now
recognized to be the truest and best.
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EPILOGUE
As the shovelers heaped earth over Hatherly's
coffin that autwnn day in 1666, a number of New Plymouth's
older citizens somberly reflected upon the extent of their
loss.

Like Brewster, Bradford, Winslow and Standish

before him, Hatherly represented a vanishing breed in
Plymouth Colony, one of the last of the "first beginners,"
and a leader of that audacious cadre around whom a Separatist community was established in the New England
wilderness.

For the younger people in attendance--those

who were unfamiliar with the privations of the early years
or Hatherly's service to the colony--the funeral lacked
the poignancy felt by their elders.

Forty-six years after

the arrival of the Mayflower, New Plymouth was a wellestablished colony, far removed from the tenuous period of
its founding (although King Philip's legions would soon
remind all of the continued precariousness of colonization); it was easy for the new generation to forget just
how much they owed the old.
No Pilgrim was more sorrowful about Hatherly's
passing than James Cudworth, his life-long companion and
colleague.

As he stood over his friend's grave, Cudworth

comprehended more acutely than any the pathos of the
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moment:

despite a lifetime of generosity and efficacious

service to Plymouth Colony, Hatherly had died in official
disrepute, a victim of the policies of illiberality and
intolerance which had swept New England.

Cudworth lived

to witness the rehabilitation of his name and reputation;
Hatherly did not.

For the last decade of his life,

Hatherly saw his beloved colony turn ever harder and more
cruel, and he had no way of knowing that the broad
humanity which led him to resist his colleagues in their
rigid purge of variance would later make him a symbol of
far-sighted and noble thinking.

APPENDIX
TIMOTHY HATHERLY'S WILL
"I, Timothy Hatherly of Scituate, being weake and
sicke in body but of sound and stedfast memory, blessed be
God, doe make This as my last Will and Testament, in
manner and form as followeth:-Imprimis, I commend my soul to God that gave it
and my body to the earth from whence it came. As for my
worldly goods with which the Lord hath blessed me I do
dispose of the same as follows:-Item. I give unto my wife Lydia Hatherley my
house I now dwell in with the rest of the housing thereto
belonging, with all the land I die possessed of during her
natural life. Also I give to her my silver plate and all
my pewter and brass that I do not otherwise dispose of by
will; also what moveables there are and my linen.
Furthermore I give unto my wife my gray mare, two cows and
two oxen and my coat with all my wearing clothes.
Item. I give to Nicholas Wade his wife and her
children twelve pounds to be paid within one year after my
decease in current New England pay as also one great brass
kettle.
Item. I give to Susanna, the wife of William
Brooks and her children twelve pounds and I acquit her of
her first husband's debt to me. And also one copper
kettle with three eares, to be payed within one year after
my death.
Item. I give to Timothy
Elizabeth Foster three pounds in
within one year from my decease.
I give to Thomas Hanford
within one year after my decease
Pay.

Foster five pounds and to
current New England pay
ten pounds to be payed
in current New England

Item. I give to Joan Robinson, the wife of Samuel
Baker forth shillings, and to the other three children of
Nath'l Robinson, John, Nathaniel and Christopher forty
shillings apeice to be payed within one year after my
decease in current New England pay.
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Item. I give to Lydia Garrett my wife's daughter,
three acres of land part of which her house stands on,
unto her and her heirs forever. And five pounds in
current pay of New England within one year after my
decease and likewise acquit all former accounts and
reckonings between she and I, from the beginning of the
world to this day.
I give to the four children of the said Lydia
Garrett forty shillings apeice to be payed to them by my
Executors when they come to the age of twenty-one years in
current pay of New England.
Item. I give to the widow Prebble my wife's
daughter fifty shillings to be paid within one year after
my decease in current New England pay. I give to Lydia
Lapham one heiffer worth fifty shillings or fifty
shillings in good goods, to be payed within one year after
my decease.
Item. I give to Thomas Lapham thirty shillings to
be paid within one year after my decease in current New
England pay.
Item. I give to Christopher Tilden five pounds to
be paid within one year after my decease in current New
England pay.
Item. I give to Nicholas Baker eight pounds to be
payed in six month after my decease.
Item. I give to my man Thomas Savery fifty
shillings to be payed when his service expires in current
New England pay.
Item. I give to Lydia Hatch the daughter of
William Hatch eight pounds to be payed by my Executors
when she comes to the age of twenty-one years in current
New England pay or when she married.
All the rest of my goods and lands not given and
bequeathed, my debts and legacies payed and funer~ll
charges discharged, I give and bequeath unto my highly and
well beloved friend Joseph Tilden whom I doe constitute
and appoint to be the whole and alone Executor of this my
last will and testament.
In witness whereof, I the said Timothy Hatherly
have hereunto set my hand and seal this twentieth day of
December Anno Dom. 1664.
TIMOTHY HATHERLY

[seal]
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Signed and sealed
in sight and presence
of Nicholas Baker
Nath'l Chittenden. 11 1
[20 December 1664]

1 see Pratt, Planters of Scituate, pp. 298-301.
For the problems which emerged when John Tilden refused
the executorship of Hatherly's will, see ibid., pp. 301304 (this includes Hatherly's deed of 13 October 1666 to
Tilden and the controversy it caused between the latter
and Thomas Hanford, Hatherly's nephew); and Plymouth
Colony Records, 4 (1855): 138, 155. For the appraisal
and inventory of Hatherly's estate, see "Abstracts of the
Earliest Wills," New England Historic Genealogical
Register, 6 (April-January 1852): 188; and Pratt,
Planters of Scituate, p. 302.
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